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About Your Professor

Michael D.C. Drout

Michael D.C. Drout is the William and
Elsie Prentice Professor of English at
Wheaton College in Norton, Massachu-
setts, where he chairs the English depart-
ment and teaches courses in Old and
Middle English, medieval literature,
Chaucer, fantasy, and science fiction.

Professor Drout received his Ph.D. in
medieval literature from Loyola University
in 1997. He also holds M.A. degrees from

Stanford (journalism) and the University of Missouri-Columbia (English litera-
ture) and a B.A. from Carnegie Mellon.

In 2006, Professor Drout was chosen as a Millicent C. McIntosh Fellow by
the Woodrow Wilson Foundation. In 2005, he was awarded the Prentice
Professorship for outstanding teaching. The Wheaton College class of 2003
presented him with the Faculty Appreciation Award in that year. He is editor
of J.R.R. Tolkien’s Beowulf and the Critics, which won the Mythopoeic
Scholarship Award for Inklings Studies for 2003. He is also the author of
How Tradition Works: A Meme-Based Cultural Poetics of the Anglo-Saxon
Tenth Century (Arizona Medieval and Renaissance Studies). Drout is one
of the founding editors of the journal Tolkien Studies and is editor of The
J.R.R. Tolkien Encyclopedia (Routledge).

Drout has published extensively on medieval literature, including articles on
William Langland’s Piers Plowman, Beowulf, the Anglo-Saxon wills, the Old
English translation of the Rule of Chrodegang, the Exeter Book “wisdom
poems,” and Anglo-Saxon medical texts. He has also published articles
on Ursula K. Le Guin’s Earthsea books and Susan Cooper’s Dark Is Rising
series of children’s fantasy novels. Drout has written an Old English grammar
book, King Alfred’s Grammar, which is available for free at his website,
www.michaeldrout.com. Professor Drout’s other websites are
www.Beowulfaloud.com and www.anglosaxonaloud.com. He has given
lectures in England, Finland, Italy, Canada, and throughout the United States.

Drout lives in Dedham, Massachusetts, with his wife Raquel D’Oyen, their
daughter Rhys, and their son Mitchell.

You may enjoy these other Modern Scholar courses by Professor Drout:

A History of the English Language
A Way with Words I: Writing, Rhetoric, and the Art of Persuasion
A Way with Words II: Approaches to Literature
Bard of the Middle Ages: The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer
From Here to Infinity: An Exploration of Science Fiction Literature
Rings, Swords, and Monsters: Exploring Fantasy Literature
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Introduction
In A Way with Words I and II, Professor Michael D.C. Drout of Wheaton
College addressed the role of rhetoric in people’s lives and examined the
many ways to approach literature. In the third part of this extraordinary series,
Professor Drout continues to explore humanity’s intimate association with lan-
guage, here delving into the finer points of grammar. The intricacies of gram-
mar, in fact, should not be relegated to the realm of fussy “guardians of the
language,” but are rather essential clues all can employ to communicate
more exactly. In such a light, this course forms an invaluable guide for every-
one from all fields of interest.
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A Note on Typesetting in This Booklet

There is a distinct typefont change between our standard typeface (Arial, a
sans serif typeface) and Junius Modern (a serif typeface) used for special
character settings for passages set in Old English.
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hen people find out that I’m an English professor, they
often say things like, “Uh-oh, I’d better watch my gram-
mar.” This is ironic, because although I teach writing and
Old English and therefore do teach my students grammar,
most English teaching at the college level seems to have

nothing to do with grammar. And in fact most of the people
who say “I’d better watch my grammar” are already college

educated, so they have theoretically already studied English at
a high level. And yet it’s the first thing people say. Never “Uh-oh, I’d better
watch my literary and rhetorical analysis” or “Uh-oh, better not get confused
between dramatic and situational irony” or “Uh-oh, don’t want to mix up Old
English and Middle English now.” It always comes back to grammar.

This indicates to me that there is some real insecurity among people about
grammar. Few people are embarrassed to admit that they might struggle with
math (I do not think that this is a good thing, but we will set it aside for now),
but people simultaneously expect themselves to make errors in grammar,
and they feel bad about it. Errors in grammar are, apparently, not what
educated people do.

Now at a certain level this is absolute nonsense. The average person pro-
duces thousands of sentences per day and millions, yes, millions per year.
The vast majority of these are entirely grammatical. A person who has “bad
grammar” is still perfectly grammatical at a rate far higher than 95 percent of
the time. So why the angst? There is a simple answer and a more complex
one. Simply, when normal people talk about “watching their grammar” they
are thinking about something different than linguists who are talking about
“grammatical competence.” Linguists are more interested in the remarkable
number of things that go right, but regular people are much more interested
in avoiding errors. They don’t want to be 95 percent right; they want to be
100 percent right. After all, the errors are the things that stand out.

The more complex answer is that the grammar that people are worried
about is not what linguists are concerned with when they look at “grammatical
competence” or compare the statements produced by individuals with differ-
ent sorts of aphasia to normal speech. Rather, people are interested in the
subtleties of grammar that mark particular social relations. They are worried
that using the “wrong” kind of grammar could put them on the wrong side of
various sociocultural barriers.

For most people, mastering certain arcane rules of grammar and having
enough time and concentration to follow them is a way of separating out

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is David Crystal’s The Fight for
English: How Language Pundits Ate, Shot, and Left, chapters 1 to 16.

Lecture 1:
The Red Panda and the Drout Way:
A Sensible Approach to Grammar
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people from each other: based on this particularly tiny subset of usage, we
can say who is “educated” and who is not. Of course the use of particular
grammatical cues is only slightly correlated with actual educational level or
intelligence, but many people still do care about it. So when people say, “I’d
better watch my grammar,” they are really doing what I sometimes do when
I say something like “I grew up in suburban New Jersey eating Cheeze-Whiz
sandwiches and Dinty Moore beef stew, so I don’t know which fork or imple-
ment goes with which dish.” In that situation, besides getting a laugh, I’m
saying, “I know there are rules about this stuff, and I want to show you
respect, but I don’t actually know what the rules are, so please don’t think
poorly of me for not following them.” This approach, by the way, does not
always work. But people who say “Oh, an English professor; I’d better watch
my grammar” are really saying “I know that you, Professor Drout, English
Professor that you are, might spot deviations from some arbitrary standard
in a few aspects of my grammar. That grammar won’t be precisely perfect,
because I haven’t studied it as much as you. So by saying ‘I’d better watch
my grammar,’ I am preventing you from going ‘gotcha!’ when I don’t obey all
the confusing and complicated social customs surrounding grammar.”

So what do we do? There are a couple of approaches. One I think is exem-
plified by Lynne Truss’s excellent book Eats, Shoots & Leaves: The Zero
Tolerance Approach to Punctuation. In this hysterically funny book, Truss
proudly defends grammatical “sticklers,” people who will correct you about
your split infinitives, dangling participles, and most of all about your misplaced
apostrophes. Truss thinks that traditional “correct” grammar and punctuation
are worth preserving and that we should strive to follow “correct” usage in the
little things. Then, on the other side, is David Crystal, whose book The Fight
for English: How Language Pundits Ate, Shot and Left is an attack on Truss
and the “sticklers.” Crystal, a truly distinguished linguist, sees the “sticklers”
as attempting to use their attention to grammar as a way of maintaining class
boundaries, unfairly penalizing people from different social or cultural back-
grounds, and generally reinscribing all kinds of social, class, and race atti-
tudes that he thinks are bad.

In some ways Truss and Crystal are talking past each other, and they even
acknowledge that on occasion. Crystal goes out of his way to say that he is
not an “anything goes” guy (though he doesn’t give much in the way of guid-
ance as to what grammar he would say is “bad”), and Truss, although she
relentlessly mocks things like the use of an apostrophe to mark the simple
plural rather than the possessive or the lack of an apostrophe where it
belongs, also talks about having sympathy for people who find that the simple
s, with no apostrophe, on words ending in a vowel might seem odd. But really
neither one is engaging with the other’s arguments, and even more, neither
one really gives what I think is a “sensible” approach to one’s own grammar.
Crystal’s point that we should accept a wider variety of usages as grammati-
cal is nice in some kind of existential way, but it does nothing for people who
are not satisfied with their own grammar. You can tell these people all you
want that pretty much all utterances by fluent people are grammatical as far
as a linguist is concerned, but that doesn’t help someone who is not happy
with his or her own grammatical usage. A comparison would be a personal
trainer at a gym who said, “Professor Drout, you aren’t actually unhealthy, so

7
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just be satisfied with the way you look.” The trainer may be in one sense
right, but he’s not helping me accomplish what I want to accomplish. That is
the problem with Crystal’s book.

Unfortunately, Truss isn’t particularly helpful, either. Although she does give
you many rules for punctuation, and even gets some of the history behind it
right, her rules don’t really hang together into a general approach that is
easy to understand (I still recommend her book strongly). My students
always love reading Truss, but they come away from it the way they came
away from eighth-grade grammar: with some partially understood rules and
a lot of confusion.

The Drout Way

I offer, instead of either Truss’s “stickler’s” approach or Crystal’s “almost any-
thing goes and just try to be more open-minded” approach, something far
more reasonable and effective, “The Drout Way,” a middle ground between
Crystal’s “let’s celebrate grammatical differences” and Truss’s “zero tolerance”
approach. For on the one hand, Crystal is right: it is an obnoxious power play
to correct someone’s split infinitive as a way of trying to show social superiori-
ty. On the other hand, life is what it is. There are enough people who are prej-
udiced against nonstandard grammar that it’s worth developing your own
grammatical knowledge so that, when you run up against these people, or if
you just might run up against these people, you can follow the convention.

So the Drout Way is this: learn about the details of grammar, and pick up
“good grammar” because it is something incredibly interesting relating to
other human beings. But also know, deep down inside, that a grammar
“error” just means that you picked up the wrong fork; it has nothing to do with
your intelligence or innate goodness as a person, but is simply a mostly arbi-
trary custom you have not yet entirely mastered, like a dance step or the use
of a new piece of technology. Then you can learn about grammar for the
sheer joy of it. And really, learning about grammar is joyful. It is a wonderful
feeling to understand why the rules are the way they are and see how mod-
ern grammar—the kind linguists do—explains those seemingly arbitrary rules.
And that is the second part of the Drout Way. Although we do not immediate-
ly delve into what I am calling modern grammar, which technically should be
called transformational generative grammar, we do use the insights that mod-
ern linguistics have gained. But at the same time we don’t ignore all the old
rules and terminology. Rather we use modern, transformational generative
grammar to explain the old-school rules.

The Red Panda

I represent “The Drout Way” with the red panda, which will be
our totem animal for the rest of this course. Bizarrely, regular,
black and white pandas, ailuropoda melanoleuca (which
means “black and white cat-foot”), have become the mas-
cots of grammar. It goes back to Truss’s book about punc-
tuation. She tells the following joke:

A panda walks into a café. He orders a sandwich, eats it,
then draws a gun and fires two shots in the air.

8
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“Why?” asks the confused waiter, as the panda makes towards the
exit. The panda produces a badly punctuated wildlife manual and toss-
es it over his shoulder.

“I’m a panda,” he says at the door. “Look it up.”

The waiter turns to the relevant entry and, sure enough, finds
an explanation.

“Panda. Large black-and-white bear-like mammal, native to China.
Eats, shoots and leaves.”

Now I’ll be a pedantic professor by explaining the joke: the panda interpreted
“eats, shoots and leaves” as “eats, then shoots, then leaves” instead of “eats:
shoots—such as bamboo shoots—and leaves.” The point is that the punctua-
tion matters.

David Crystal’s book also has a panda on the cover, though he doesn’t have
a panda joke. He just says that the critics of English usage, the “language
pundits,” just ate, shot, and left. So now the panda is the official mascot of
grammar books. Truss used it one way, and Crystal is trying to reappropriate
it. But although this is a grammar course, I am not going to lower myself to
engaging in panda-squabbling. They can keep their ordinary black-and-white
panda. I will use the red panda.

A long time ago, right when I graduated from college in 1990, I went on a
trip to the Bronx Zoo with my best friend from college, the Broadway actress
Christiane Noll. We saw a sign for the “red panda” in the Himalayan part of
the zoo. Christie was really excited to see this “red panda,” so we got on the
monorail that you had to ride on to see the panda. We ended up sitting right

9
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behind the woman with the microphone. She was telling people what animals
they could see, and she chatted a little with us when she wasn’t tour-guiding.
Eventually the monorail came around the corner and there, curled up on a
tree branch, was the red panda. The tour guide said, “And if you look to your
left, you can see the red panda sleeping in the sun.”

Christie looked to her left, saw the red panda sleeping in the sun, and burst
out “That’s no panda, that’s a %$#!#-ing raccoon!” loud enough for the whole
train to hear. The woman with the microphone practically collapsed in laugh-
ter. Christie had thought we were going to see a giant panda (the big, black-
and-white bear-like mammal) that had some special redness about it—a red,
pause, panda. Instead we were seeing an entirely different animal, possibly
related to the giant panda, a red panda, Ailurus fulgens (which means “shin-
ing cat” in Latin).

The red panda indeed looks like a raccoon, and may even be related to rac-
coons. But I want you to interpret Christie’s punchline in a different way:
When Lynne Truss says, essentially, grammar is about being a “stickler” and
correcting other people’s usage, and when David Crystal says “it should
mainly be descriptive grammar, and we should learn to be more accepting
(and let important committees of experts decide for us what is right or
wrong),” I want you to say: “That’s no panda, that’s a %$#!#-ing raccoon!”
We’re not going to take either side: instead we’re going to take what’s good
from each side, reject what’s stupid from each side, and build our own better
approach: The Drout Way. Instead of fighting over who really owns the black-
and-white panda, as Truss and Crystal do, we will instead find the sensible,
useful middle ground. We’ll figure out why English grammar works the way it
does, why the rules are what they are, and then we will decide which rules to
follow and when. And if you ever get into an argument about grammar with
someone, you can always at least confuse them temporarily, if not necessari-
ly win the argument, by saying, “That’s no panda, it’s a %$#!#-ing raccoon!”
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Unfortunately, there is no single book that approaches grammar “The Drout
Way,” and no single book that is, in my opinion, adequate on its own to teach
grammar. I am currently writing a book that I hope will remedy this problem,
but until then, the suggested readings are those that best describe the mater-
ial covered in these lectures. I encourage you to read the entire books, not
just the chapters noted here, but that is not necessary for understanding the
course material. ~Michael D.C. Drout

1. What do people really mean when they say to an English professor,
“Uh-oh, I’d better watch my grammar”?

2. What are the approaches to grammar taken by David Crystal and
Lynne Truss?

Crystal, David. The Fight for English: How Language Pundits Ate, Shot, and
Left. Chapters 1–16. Reprint. New York: Oxford University Press, 2008.

Truss, Lynne. Eats, Shoots & Leaves: The Zero Tolerance Approach to
Punctuation. New York: Gotham, 2006.

Professor Drout provides a quick and simple overview of grammar on his
website King Alfred’s Grammar Book —
http://acunix.wheatonma.edu/mdrout/GrammarBook2007/title.html

�

Questions

Suggested Reading

FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Other Books of Interest

Websites to Visit
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he word “grammar” has a long history, going back to the
Greek word grammatikè, meaning “relating to letters or
writing” and from there related to gráphein, “to draw or
write.” In the Middle Ages, being a “grammaticus” didn’t
necessarily mean you were particularly great at grammar
the way we think of it; it just meant you were literate. So the
Danish writer who was called Saxo Grammaticus was really

just “Saxo the Literate,” not “Saxo, Un-Dangler of Participles,
Joiner of Infinitives.”

Technically, grammar is the way in which words are put together in lan-
guages to express things. Each language has its own grammar, and the
grammar of a language is the system of arrangements, the rules in that lan-
guage for communicating meaning. A remarkable fact about grammars is
that, for all natural languages, they are closed systems (you do not need to
go outside the grammar to find an explanation for the production of meaning-
ful statements), and they all can produce an infinite number of grammatical
sentences even though they only have a finite number of words and rules.

It is important to recognize that grammar evolved along with language long
before writing. The vast majority of the history of humanity and of language
change and history occurred before the invention of writing, therefore most of
the rules of grammar are based on sound rather than on writing. This is a
surprisingly difficult idea. Because we live in a literate age, we conceptualize
a lot of ideas about language in terms of writing. But the processes that are
working under the surface in grammar are all based on sound. When I teach
students linguistics or historical philology, one of the first things we have to
do is to try to get ourselves thinking of words in terms of sounds rather than
in terms of black marks on pieces of paper. Now the black marks are what
we think of when we think of grammar, and we link grammar with writing, but
those black marks were not there when almost all of the rules of grammar
evolved. In fact, even though some significant grammatical evolution in
English happened after the invention of writing, the great majority of gram-
matical changes occur in sound.

That a grammar is a set of rules by which we can combine words to produce
meanings is a good start with one significant problem: we have not yet
defined what we mean by words. The definition of “word” is a problem when
we are speaking either of preliterate societies or much of our daily discourse
because the boundaries between one “word” and the next are not nearly as
clear in speech as they are in writing. If you listen to someone speak in a
completely foreign language, it can be almost impossible to pick out the word

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Steven Pinker’s The
Language Instinct: How the Mind Creates Language, chapters 1 to 3.

Lecture 2:
What Is Grammar?
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boundaries, although when you know the language, the word boundaries are
obvious. But in acoustic terms, the impression you get from listening to an
unknown foreign language is, surprisingly, the right one. One of my various
projects is Anglo-Saxon Aloud, a website on which I have been posting the
entire thirty-thousand-line Anglo-Saxon poetic records, about one hundred
lines per day (if you’d like to hear, the site is http://anglosaxonaloud.com).
Every day I record a short Old English poem or a section of a longer poem
and then use a computer program to edit the recordings, and I have learned
that finding a visual boundary between individual words can be almost impos-
sible (and sometimes it
is impossible). There is
often no easily measur-
able acoustic boundary
between individual words
in regular, rapid speech.

This phenomenon may
in part explain why in
oral traditional societies,
the word “word” often means “utterance,” and so a whole proverb can be a
“word” just as a single grammatical marker like “of” or “and” can be a word in
a literate society.

So our definition of “word” can be pretty complicated, and grammar includes
not only the rules about how we string words together, but also the rules we
use to create and change the words themselves. For instance, “cow” is one
word, and “cows” is another word (meaning more than one cow, obviously)
and “cow’s” is still another word (though it sounds the same as “cows”). And
we can add in “cow-ish” and “cowlike” or “un-cowlike” or “cow-esque” and so
forth. These are all words, but by tacking on these different endings to them,
we are communicating what are usually thought of as grammatical ideas. So
adding “s” to a word makes it a plural but adding the same sound can make it
a possessive. If you want to know why people have trouble learning English
when they’ve grown up speaking another language, “cows” versus “cow’s” is
one reason why. The sounds are exactly the same, but the meaning changes.

Generally linguists call the rules governing the arrangement of whole words
“syntax” and the rule governing changes within words “morphology.” For our
purposes, studying grammar, we need to recognize that we can group both
things—adding endings, changing things within words, and arranging words
in order—as grammar. But it is important to note how complicated this all is.
Let me give an example:

The horns of the cow were long.

And

The cow’s horns were long.

Notice how we are taking something that seems syntactic, an arrangement
of multiple separate words, and compressing it into one ending: “of the cow”
(three words) becomes “cow’s” (one word with an inflectional ending). Now
we can add some more cows:

The cows’ horns were long.

13

An acoustic sonogram provides a visual image of the difficulty in
delineating the boundaries between spoken words.
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We indicate the plural by “s’ ” (or “s’s,” though we don’t usually pronounce
the second “s”), but there’s nothing within the sentence, when it is spoken to
tell us the difference. Consider this:

The cows had long horns.

Now again, we have the same sound “cows” as we did before. But now we
have changed “were” to “had.” We are still indicating past tense, but we have
changed the verb and now it is obvious that “cows” is plural.

If you are a native speaker of English, none of that was in the slightest bit
difficult, which is why it is not the sort of thing often covered in a traditional,
old-school grammar book. But if you are learning English as a second lan-
guage or if you are a technical linguist, then those sentences, their very great
similarity and somewhat different meanings, are both interesting and chal-
lenging. How can such small changes (sometimes not even hearable
changes) make big changes in meaning?

That is the mystery that has fascinated linguists for the entire history of the
discipline. Some linguists would go so far as to argue that grammar is what
really separates humans from all other animals. “Grammaticality” is one thing
that even the most advanced animals seem to lack. Koko the gorilla may
have invented novel words by combining symbols. Kanzi the chimp also may
have become more fluent with symbols, and Alex the parrot has been said to
understand some grammatical relationships, but nothing in the animal king-
dom, not the most beautiful, complex bird call or whale song or smart mon-
key’s gestures, is even close to the sophistication of human grammar.

Grammar is in many ways what allows us to do many of our most remark-
able human tricks. Because we have grammar, we can arrange words to
express an infinite number of ideas. This is slightly counterintuitive: if we
have a finite number of words in English, it would
seem as if you could only produce a finite, but
very large number of sentences. But in fact
you can produce an infinite number of
sentences, because you can
embed sentences within other
sentences or add phrases or
clauses to the beginning or end
of any sentence. So think of the
longest possible sentence you
can think of. Now add to it
“Michael Drout said that . . .,”
then say your sentence. You have
just created a longer sentence, and
you can keep doing that: “Professor
Grammaticus said that Professor Drout said
that Professor Literatus argued that . . .” It is
really a remarkable mathematical system
that allows us to express things that have
never been expressed before. The great
grammarian Otto Jespersen wrote that “lan-
guage is nothing but a set of human habits,
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the purpose of which is to give expression to thoughts and feelings and espe-
cially to impart them to others.”

That set of habits and conventions is truly remarkable. And in the rest of
this course we are going to try to figure out how it works both in the abstract
sense and in the concrete, social sense, the set of “human habits.”
Jespersen also writes that “No linguistic system . . . is either completely rigid
or perfectly harmonious, and we shall see in some subsequent chapters that
there are loopholes and deficiencies in the English grammatical system.”

I celebrate both the system and the loopholes, because together they make
for the beauty and grandeur of English—and they also create the frustrations
of learning and using English. So our task in this course is going to be to
explain how that system works: what are the rules by which we create sen-
tences and words, and how does the remarkable phenomenon of communi-
cation occur? We will not merely be discussing this at the high and abstract
level, but also at the very practical level: how do we say that the horns belong
to the cow, or that there is more than one cow, or that the cow is being ridden
by a red panda, or that the red panda is just a @#!$%-ing raccoon?
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1. Why is English such a difficult language for those learning it as a
second language?

2. How does grammar allow us to express an infinite number of ideas?

Pinker, Steven. The Language Instinct: How the Mind Creates Language.
Chapters 1–3. New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 2007.

Professor Drout’s Anglo-Saxon Aloud website —
http://fred.wheatonma.edu/wordpressmu/mdrout
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The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Otto Jespersen’s Growth and
Structure of the English Language.

Lecture 3:
Why It Is the Way It Is:

The Short History of the English Language

17

his lecture is a massively compressed version of my
Recorded Books course The History of the English
Language. You can go to that course for more details
and the supporting data. Here I am just going to present
the big picture.

English begins somewhere in Europe, maybe in southern
Russia, over thirty thousand years ago, where a language that

we now call Proto-Indo-European (PIE) was being spoken. It is important to
note that writing had not yet been invented, that everything we think we know
about this language is a reconstruction made by comparing other languages.
However, the broad elements of the reconstruction are scientifically robust
and have been confirmed, as much as anything in the historical sciences can
be, from multiple sources.

Proto-Indo-European changed and diversified as the people who spoke it
conquered, intermingled with, and basically took over most of Europe and
India. Eventually, thousands of years later, Indo-European had split into a
whole variety of languages, usually linked to a specific geographical area.
There is a chart of a simplified Indo-European language tree below. Because
we are for this course really only interested in English, we are going to focus
on three branches of that tree: Celtic languages, Italic languages, and
Germanic languages.

The Early History: Celtic, Italic, Germanic

Celts settled all throughout Europe in the very early period, and then they
were systematically conquered and their languages replaced in most, but not
all, places. By the time of Julius Caesar, most of the speakers of Celtic lan-
guages were in Britain or northern France. In Britain you had speakers of the

Simplified
Indo-European Family Tree

Proto-Indo-European

“Satem” “Centum”

Indo- Armenian Albanian Balto- Anatolian Hellenic Italic Celtic Germanic
Iranian Slavic
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ancestor languages of Welsh, Cornish, Scottish, Irish, Manx, etc. Then the
Roman invasion of England brought Latin to the islands. At least in England
proper, the language of the Romans became the official language and the
dominant tongue (although Celtic words were borrowed into Latin).

At the same time that the Romans were taking over Britain, they were con-
quering the rest of the continent as well, and where they didn’t conquer, they
traded. So their language was influencing another set of peoples: those who
spoke Germanic languages. There were three branches of Germanic lan-
guages, based on geography: East Germanic included the language Gothic
and was spoken in the eastern part of the German world. North Germanic
was spoken in present-day Scandinavia and the northern part of Europe, and
West Germanic was spoken in the West of the German part of Europe.
Through the Christian church and also through trade and other kinds of inter-
cultural contact, Latin words were often borrowed into the Germanic lan-
guages. Some words that were borrowed into English include wine, cheap
(the early meaning of it was a more generic “price” or “bargain”), monger,
mint, pound, anchor, mile, and kettle.

Then, sometime after the fall of Rome, Germanic tribes began to migrate to
Britain (whether the tribes were “invited” or if they “invaded” or just “migrated”
is beyond the scope of this course). Before the arrival of the Germanic-
speaking tribes, the Romanized Britains, speakers of Latin, were under
severe pressure from the Celtic-speaking Irish, Scotts, Picts, and Welsh.
When the Germanic-speaking tribesmen, the Angels, Saxons, and Jutes,
arrived, they conquered England both politically and linguistically.

Germanic speakers had taken over England. But there was a substratum of
Celtic place-names, and another stratum of Latin, which was also kept alive
by the Church. By, say, 600, when the Anglo-Saxons started converting to
Christianity, everyone in England (not everyone in Wales, Scotland, or
Ireland) was speaking Anglo-Saxon, but with bits of Celtic mixed in and a
large influence of Latin, particularly in individual words.

Anglo-Saxon

Anglo-Saxon is a West-Germanic language. Here is an example from the
poem Beowulf:

Hwæt! We Gardena in geardagum,

†eodcyninga, †rym gefrunon,

hu ∂a æ†elingas ellen fremedon.

Oft Scyld Scefing scea†ena †reatum,

monegum mæg†um, meodosetla ofteah,

egsode eorlas. Sy∂∂an ærest wear∂

feasceaft funden, he †æs frofre gebad,

weox under wolcnum, weor∂myndum †ah,

o∂†æt him æghwylc ymbsittendra

ofer hronrade hyran scolde,

gomban gyldan. †æt wæs god cyning!
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Anglo-Saxon was an inflected language (as was Proto-Indo-European).
Grammatical relationships were indicated not by the order of words in a sen-
tence, but by inflections, little tags like -es, -um, or -an attached to key words.
We still use the inflection apostrophe-s, for example, to indicate possession,
but Anglo-Saxon used inflections for almost everything. In Modern English
there is a significant difference between “The dog ate the cat” and “The cat
ate the dog.” But to the Anglo-Saxons, “Dog cat ate,” “Ate cat dog,” and “Dog
ate cat” could all conceivably say the same thing, depending upon where you
put the inflectional markers. So “Dog ate cat-ne” and “cat-ne dog ate” and
“cat-ne ate dog” would all mean the same thing and would be different from
“Dog-ne ate cat” or “Cat dog-ne ate.”

Anglo-Saxon was the dominant language in England for several hundred
years, but starting at the very end of the eighth century and continuing for
over a century, Scandinavian invaders, Vikings, raided and pillaged and rav-
aged Anglo-Saxon England. These invaders also spoke a Germanic lan-
guage, but it was North Germanic, with a different set of sound-rules and a
somewhat different history than Anglo-Saxon (which was West-Germanic).
For a while the Vikings were content with raiding England every summer, but
then they began to stay in England over the winter and to more permanently
conquer more land. At the very end of the ninth century it became a very
close thing whether or not England would be completely conquered by
Vikings. But King Alfred stopped the Danish conquest and restored Anglo-
Saxon speakers to power. Eventually there was peace between the Danish
settlers and the Anglo-Saxons. But the changes to English were enormous.
Danish (and Norwegian) radically reshaped the way English works. The
inflectional system (adding tags on the ends of words) began to break down,
and English began moving from an inflected language (where endings indi-
cate grammatical relationship) to an analytic language (where word-order
indicates grammatical relationships). There was also a huge influx of Old
Norse words, and because many of these were similar to Anglo-Saxon
words, at times one replaced the other. Other times the language took both
words in but assigned them slightly different meanings. So Anglo-Saxon had
the word “scirt” for an item of clothing, and Old Norse had “skirt” to mean the
same thing, but instead of replacing one for the other, English gave special-
ized meanings to each. Whenever you come across a pair of words that have
both “sh” and “sk,” you can guess that the “sk” is from Old Norse and the “sh”
is from Anglo-Saxon. There are quite a surprising number of these word pairs
in English now, including “whole” and “hale” (meaning “to be well”), “rear” (as
in a horse rearing up) and “raise,” “edge,” and “egg” (not the thing from a
chicken, but “to egg on” someone).

The Scandinavian invasions changed Anglo-Saxon a great deal, but the
events of 1066 were even more momentous. William the Conqueror, a prince
of Normany, in northern France, took over England and made Norman
French the official language of the country. For about 150 years the linguistic
situation in England was very complicated. An upper class that spoke
Norman French ruled the country; the Church hierarchy used Latin for eccle-
siastical matters and for Mass, and the much-larger middle and lower class-
es, the vast majority of the people, spoke Anglo-Saxon but had to pick up
some French to communicate with their rulers. They also got dribs and drabs
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of Latin from the Church. Most, but not all, of the writing that was done was in
Anglo-Norman French or in Latin.

Then, around 1200, England lost France (or France lost England). Without
such strong political ties to France, English made a comeback. But it was a
very different English than what was spoken before 1066. Perhaps it was the
lack of writing, perhaps it was because English was not a prestige dialect,
perhaps it was the grammatical influence of French (this used to be the view,
but is probably not believed much any more) but whatever the reason,
English changed radically. The old inflection system was almost totally
destroyed and replaced with relatively strict word order. Thousands of French
words entered the language. This new language is called Middle English. It is
Chaucer’s language:

Whan that April with his shoures soote

The droghte of March hath perced to the roote,

And bathed every veyne in swich licuor,

Of which vertu engendred is the flour;

Whan Zephyrus eek with his sweete breeth

Inspired hath in every holt and heeth

The tender croppes, and the yonge sonne

Hath in the Ram his halve cours yronne,

And smale foweles maken melodye,

That slepen al the night with open ye

(So priketh hem Nature in hir corages)

Thanne longen folk to goon on pilgrimages

Middle English was English for several hundred years. Then, around 1500,
the Great Vowel Shift happened. No one
really knows why, but over the course
of a generation many English vowels
shifted from one to the other.
Chaucer’s “Ah-preehl”
becomes our “Ay-pril,” for
example. After the Great
Vowel Shift, we now
have early Modern
English and then, with
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only a little linguistic evolution, some of it caused by the standardization dri-
ven by the adoption of the printing press and the switchover of more and
more people to learning from writing instead of learning orally, we get Modern
English. And since then not a whole lot has changed. English has borrowed
thousands of words from just about every language it has come into contact
with, but the grammatical structure was basically the same in Shakespeare’s
day as it is now. Some pronunciation has changed, as has spelling, but basi-
cally our language is Shakespeare’s language with more words.

This long and very complicated history (much more complicated than the
history of most languages) is why English is the way it is. We have a West
Germanic language that borrowed words from Celtic languages and from
Italic (Latin), then was disrupted by a North Germanic language, then disrupt-
ed again by a Romance language (French, which itself has a pretty compli-
cated history, being the language of a Germanic people strongly influenced
by Latin), and then reshaped by an enormous vowel shift, all the time borrow-
ing words like crazy. I know some speakers of foreign languages have
become incredibly frustrated with English because, it seems, every rule has
an exception, but there is a reason for this linguistic behavior, which we find
in history. English is made up of different layers of change and adaptation.
Because it was never wholly erased, and because it did not develop smoothly
on its own, we have evidence, almost like fossils, of those different layers.
What seems an exception now was perfectly regular in its day and so, when
we come to the seeming confusion of English—for example, in the spelling
system—we can maybe bring some clarity to that confusion by understanding
that what we are dealing with are the effects of a complicated history.

The Drout Way of Grammar is to celebrate this complex history and to try to
understand how it gave us the grammar we have. English is amazing, and
the geniuses who have studied it scientifically since the seventeenth century
have figured out how to extract bits of history from it that would otherwise
have been lost. We can recover a few scattered bits of information about the
ancient Indo-Europeans, for instance: the word “hammer” is cognate with the
word “kamy” in Old Church Slavonic, suggesting that when we use the word
“hammer,” we are expressing something in common with Stone Age ances-
tors. When we learn that the word “daughter” can be interpreted as “the little
milker,” we catch a glimpse of the jobs of daughters in primitive agricultural
communities thousands of years ago. And so when we learn why English
uses the expression “if I were you,” instead of the logical “if I was you,” we
are finding a way to understand something about our own cultural history
even as we also figure out what we are “supposed” to be saying if we want to
have “good grammar.”
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1. What is an inflected language?

2. What was the effect of the Great Vowel Shift on English?

Jespersen, Otto. Growth and Structure of the English Language. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1982.

Robinson, Orrin W. Old English and Its Closest Relatives: A Survey of the
Earliest Germanic Languages. Palo Alto, CA: Stanford University
Press, 1992.

Professor Drout’s website King Alfred’s Grammar Book —
http://acunix.wheatonma.edu/mdrout/GrammarBook2007/title.html
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The Suggested Reading for this lecture is George Henry Vallins’s
Spelling (revised by Donald G. Scragg).

Lecture 4:
G-H-O-T-I Spells Fish

23

echnically, the spelling system is not really part of
“grammar,” which is about the ways that words are
arranged to make meaning. Spelling operates at a lower
level, indicating how sounds are put together to make
words. But my experience is that many people do not
really differentiate spelling, pronunciation, and “grammar”
and do not see any rigid distinctions. So I think it is worth-
while to spend one lecture on spelling, especially because

spelling is another area in which the Drout Way of Grammar
can use interesting historical knowledge to explain things that are otherwise
confusing. Also, the reason English spelling is so complicated is similar to
the reason that English grammar is so complicated. Therefore, if we under-
stand some things about spelling we will have a foundation for understand-
ing the more complicated matters of larger-scale grammar that we will start
studying in subsequent lectures.

George Bernard Shaw was famously irritated by the English spelling sys-
tem. His will donated all the money from the proceeds of his play Pygmalion
to spelling reform. Supposedly Shaw expressed his frustration with English
spelling by noting that the letters “ghoti” could theoretically be pronounced
“fish”: the “gh” pronounced as it is in “laugh,” the “o” the way it is pro-
nounced in “women,” and the “ti” pronounced as it is in “condition” or other
“-tion” words.

In this lecture I am going to show you why “gh” is sometimes pronounced “f,”
why the “o” in “women” is pronounced “i,” and why the “ti” in “-tion” is pro-
nounced “sh.” This may or may not help your actual spelling (sadly, one of
the only ways we have learned to teach spelling is to memorize long lists of
words), but it will at least help you to understand why the English spelling
system is what it is.

The Writing System

We begin by noting that spelling is obviously a charac-
teristic of a writing system and that none of the prob-
lems we find in spelling exist in purely oral cultures.
Writing systems have apparently developed several
times in human history. People seem to start by
using pictures of things to represent them or written
representations to keep track of numbers. These
are called pictographs. Some early alphabets were syl-
labic, where different pictures represented entire syllables,
but Egyptian hieroglyphs, for example, were never really used
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this way by themselves. The problem with a pictographic or only partially syllab-
ic system is that you cannot encode unfamiliar words in it, and it is difficult to
read, because there are no separate vowel and consonant symbols.

But a true alphabet was eventually developed by the Phoenicians and per-
fected by the Greeks, who added symbols for vowels. An alphabet is an enor-
mously powerful tool because you can use it to encode any word in a lan-
guage: all you have to do is sound out that word and apply the proper sym-
bols. Contrast how hieroglyphics worked: you had to know what the little pic-
ture meant, and so did the person on the receiving end of your writing, and if
there was any disagreement, the message would not get through. But with a
true alphabet, the person only has to know what the word means, not what
particular arbitrary picture is attached to the word. All of a sudden human lin-
guistic complexity could be encoded in words.

But there are problems. There is some debate over how many sounds
human beings can make, but it is a much larger number than the number of
symbols in any alphabet. The International Phonetic Alphabet can barely
keep up with the number of human speech sounds, and it can only do so by
some simplification and by having dizzying complexity of its own (and, like
mathematics, it is basically running out of simple symbols). And the very fact
that we need an International Phonetic Alphabet shows us a significant prob-
lem with all alphabets: they are conventions, and they don’t always fit perfect-
ly to the sound-systems that they are representing: there are more sounds
than there are symbols.

Sometimes this doesn’t really matter. There are actually two “p” sounds in
English. Put your hand right in front of your mouth and say “cup.” Now say
“pit.” Notice the difference? When you say “cup,” your lips close and no air
comes out. When you say “pit,” there is a puff of air with the “p.” But, in
English, we don’t need two symbols for “p” because the difference in pronun-
ciation only comes out in mutually exclusive phonetic situations and English
does not use these contrasts as a meaningful distinction.

But there are sounds in English for which we have no symbols. We inherited
a Roman alphabet and it did not fit the language perfectly. For example, we
use two different “th” sounds in English. The “th” sound in “feather” and the
“th” sound in “theater.” The “th” in “feather” is voiced, meaning you buzz your
vocal chords, while the “th” in “theater” is done without the vocal chords.
English has no single letter for these sounds, so we use the digraph “th.” The
Anglo-Saxons solved this problem by inventing a letter, based on a rune,
called “thorn,” †, or a crossed d, ∂, called “eth.” Thorn and eth were used in
English writing up until the Norman Conquest, then were lost, and then made
a temporary comeback. But printers did not always have the correct letters
for thorn and eth, and so some used “y” to indicate “thorn.” This is the source
for spellings like “Ye Olde Suet House.” The “Ye” was never meant to be pro-
nounced “Ye,” it was simply “the.”

Because I am going to criticize the English spelling system here, I need to
take a moment to put it into its proper context, because it is by no means the
worst spelling system on earth (nor is it the best). This is important because
the complexity and difficulty of the spelling system seems to be directly related
to the level of literacy in the population. Japan, for instance, is an incredibly
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high-tech, developed, scientifically literate country with a very good education
system. Even so, they have a surprisingly significant problem with illiteracy,
with higher rates of illiteracy than in some countries that are far less devel-
oped. One explanation for this seeming paradox is that the Japanese writing
system, which uses three different alphabets, is so incredibly complex.
Likewise the Chinese system, which uses characters, pictograms with highly
conventional meanings rather than a true phonetic system, is not just hard for
Westerners to learn; it is a challenge for native Chinese speakers as well.
Although Chinese language is no harder than any other language for a child to
pick up simply by living among speakers of Chinese, Chinese writing tends to
be more difficult. It is possible, therefore, that a child who is borderline dyslexic
may still be able to pick up the English system but could have a much more
difficult time picking up the Chinese or Japanese writing systems. In contrast,
the Korean alphabet is often considered to be the best ever devised, being a
very good “fit” to the Korean language. (As an aside, J.R.R. Tolkien attempted
to create a more logical and perfect alphabet with his elvish tengwar script:
he too was troubled by an alphabet that seemed completely arbitrary and
often illogical.)

But not having enough letters for all the sounds was only the start of prob-
lems with the spelling system. At least in Anglo-Saxon times, once you had
settled on some conventions, you wrote down words as you heard them, sort
of a phonetic transcription. If you came across an unfamiliar word, you
sounded it out and wrote it down the way you thought it should be spelled.
This has proved incredibly useful to us when we work on reconstructing
English dialects: if a scribe had a Northern accent, he often would transcribe
words in a Northern spelling, giving us information about how the Northern
accent sounded.

But almost immediately problems arose. Scribes were, after all, usually
copying other scribes, copying writing in books rather than transcribing living
speech. Although some influence still came through, and scribes very often
“corrected” the spellings in their sources to match the dialect they were actu-
ally speaking, soon certain spellings became locked in by tradition. This
would not have been too much of a problem if the language had not been
going through rapid change, but the language was changing, so the
spelling—some of which has been passed down to us—gives the form of the
word before it changed. Again, excellent for the historical philologist, but not
so helpful for the writer of the living language.

Also, because of the specific history of English, there is an enormous influ-
ence from French spelling on English writing even though the influence of
French pronunciation was less important. That might be confusing enough,
but then after the separation between England and France around 1200,
French spelling and pronunciation continued to change significantly, so even
present-day French is not a good guide to words that were borrowed from
French into English. For example, Anglo-Saxon handled the “ch” sound by
just using the letter “c” in front of an appropriate vowel. Anglo-Saxon speak-
ers did this automatically, pronouncing “cild” as “chilled,” not “killed” for “child”
(which is what “cild” means). French scribes imported the digraph “ch” for the
“ch” sound, replacing the plain “c.” However, in French, this sound later
changed from a “ch” sound to an “sh” sound. Words borrowed after this point
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still have the “ch” spelling, but the digraph is now pronounced “sh.” This is
why we have “church,” “child,” “chief” but “machine” and “chauffeur.”

Thus spellings often preserve evidence of when a word comes into a lan-
guage. For example, we know that the Anglo-Saxon borrowed certain words
from Latin even before they migrated to England because those words
became sound-shifted while later words in the language were not. One of my
favorite excuses for bizarre spelling comes from fashions in writing. At one
point, angular writing was popular. This
might have looked good, but it made it easy
to confuse the letter u when it was close to
m or n and another u, v, or w. So instead of
using “u,” writers used “o” for the “u” sound
in words like “money,” “honey,” “come,”
“wonder,” “cover,” and even “love” (which
really should have been spelled “luv”).

Then English spelling went through a
phase where scholars tried to make
English words look more like their supposed Latin or Greek sources. So b’s
were inserted into the words “debt” and “doubt” because the Latin sources
are “debita” and “dubito” (which have b’s) even though the actual historical
source was French, which did not have the b: “dette,” “doute.”

Similarly, the spelling of “who, what, where, when and why” is an artifact of
spelling rather than pronunciation rules. Old English pronunciation of these
words was the combination of the h-sound with the w-sound, so they were
written hw and pronounced “hwa,” “hwæt,” and so forth. (This pronunciation
still hangs around in the upper Midwest of America: if you hear someone say
“h-where are you going” you can make a good guess that this person grew
up north of a line that you can draw along the Missouri-Iowa border). The
Anglo-Saxon “hw” sound hung on for a while, but the spelling was switched
from “hw” to “wh” on the analogy of the other digraphs that had developed in
English: so because we use an “h” after certain consonants to indicate a
digraph (th, sh, ch), it was decided that “wh” was more consistent with this
convention even though wh no longer denotes an actual sound in English.

With this background in place, we are now ready to see how the letters
“ghoti” could be pronounced as “fish.” Start with “gh” being pronounced “f.” To
explain this, we need to go back to Anglo-Saxon. Anglo-Saxon “h” in certain
positions in a word was pronounced with a kind of throat-clearing sound you
might hear in German “Bach” or Scotts “loch.” The Old English word for
“laugh,” “hleihhan,” contained this sound. As time went on, “h” standing by
itself began to be used to represent the sound that we use today at the
beginning of words like “hello” and “hot,” but “h” was also used as the second
part of various digraphs to produce “ch,” “th,” “sh,” and “wh.” The throat-clear-
ing h-sound came to be represented by “gh.” Then the word underwent an
additional consonant shift, with the “gh” now losing its voicing and being pro-
nounced “f.” Our spelling fossilizes that older pronunciation, but the sound
has changed, so we pronounce “gh” as “f.”

The “o” in “women” is somewhat more interesting. The Old English word is
“wif-mon,” which would translate literally as “woman-one” or “female living
entity” or “female human” (“wife” had a wider meaning than just “married
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woman”). The singular “wif-man” underwent some significant sound changes
to become “wo-man,” but the plural, due to the phonetic environment of the
word, did not. We pluralize “woman” by changing the second part of the com-
pound, the “-man,” making it plural, “-men.” We keep the “wo” of modern writ-
ing, but we retain the sound of the vowel in the old form, “wif-men.” That
gives us a pronunciation “wimmen” spelled “women,” and the second letter of
our “fish” word.

Finally, why is “-tion” pronounced “shon”? As you might guess, it has to do
with French. “-tion” is a suffix that comes from Latin via French. It is used to
form abstract nouns from verbs (starve > starvation, revolve > revolution).
The Latin pronunciation of “tio” or French “ts-io” was consonant-shifted in
English to be pronounced “sh-io” and thus “shiun,” eventually “shun.” Thus if
we take the “ti” to be part of this “tion = shun” complex, we give it the phonet-
ic value of “sh.” Put this all together, and “ghoti” is pronounced “fish.”

The English spelling system, a mess as it is now, follows a deep logic, but
only if you know a huge amount of linguistic history. Learning that history isn’t
easy. It means you have to read books like Walter W. Skeat’s Principles of
English Etymology (which almost no one does). I started us out with the
spelling system because the influence of history is so clear and obvious
there, and the chaos that is English spelling is so obvious. So understanding
spelling and trying to find some logic in it is connected to one of the twin
goals of the course: to “improve” our grammar so that we can be “better” at
following the standards—even though we also recognize those standards as
arbitrary and even stupid, just violating them isn’t really going to get us any-
where. And spelling is also tied to the other major aim of the course: under-
standing how English works. Spelling itself is a kind of grammar. When you
come across a rule like “when a consonant is followed by an h, we have to
read the two letters as a digraph and then treat the digraph as a phonetic
symbol for a different, though possibly related, sound,” that is a grammatical
rule. When we retain the spelling of “k” in “knowledge” but don’t pronounce it,
but we do pronounce it when there is a preceding syllable, as in “acknowl-
edge” (a word I can never spell right on the first try), we are applying a set of
quasi-grammatical rules.

Spelling is also tied even more intimately into grammar in some cases.
When we say one “goose,” but two “geese,” one “tooth” but two “teeth,” but
not one “moose” and two “meese,” we are using spelling to indicate grammar,
the way we do with “ring,” “rang,” and “rung” (and the reason the plural of
“moose” is not “meese” is that word “moose” is a Native American word that
was borrowed after English had given up adding new strong plurals). Later on
we will give this “grammatically significant spelling” the name of “morpho-
phonemic rules,” but for now we will just note that we express grammatical
relations in spelling as well as in the arrangements of whole words. Although
it is better, of course, to be a good speller, just as it is better to use the cor-
rect fork at dinner, with spelling you do have several centuries worth of
excuses, and if the English spelling system frustrates you, you are in very
good and exalted intellectual company. The Drout Way is to understand why
the spelling is a mess, try not to make a mess yourself, and also not get too
worked up when someone else makes a mess: that person may not have had
the benefit of the Drout Way.
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1. What is the source for the spelling of “Ye” in “Ye Old Suet House”?

2. Why were b’s inserted into the words “debt” and “doubt”?

Vallins, George Henry. Spelling. Revised by Donald G. Scragg. London:
André Deutsch, 1965 (1954).

Jespersen, Otto. Essentials of English Grammar: Otto Jespersen Collected
English Writings. Chapters 2–6. New York: Routledge, 2006.

Skeat, Walter W. Principles of English Etymology: First Series: The Native
Element. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1892. (This title is available through
Google Books and Amazon.com.)
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ne fundamental unit of meaning is the word. Although tra-
ditional, old-school grammars would say that the next
step up is the phrase or the clause, we are going to skip
those levels for a moment and jump right up to the sen-
tence. This approach is consistent with modern theories of
grammar, which see a three-level hierarchy in language.
The first is the phoneme, the discrete unit of sound.

Phonemes are then combined to create words. And words are
combined to create sentences (along the way they create phrases and claus-
es, but modern grammar looks at those as not being as fundamental as the
sentences themselves).

But we cannot just jam any old words together in any order to create a sen-
tence. There are different constraints on what sentences we can write and
have them make sense. Here are a few possibilities:

Alligator burp car donkey exit fulsome gabardine honk.

Zebras always wear clean underpants.

Colorless green ideas sleep furiously.

The first group of words is simply not a sentence because there is no
grammaticality. The words are just strung together (in alphabetical order).
We reject that as a sentence. The second sentence clearly works grammati-
cally and we can even understand what it means, though we may think it to
be untrue or contrary to experience. The third sentence is also perfect gram-
matically, but it makes no sense at all: how can an idea have any color? If it
is colorless, how could it possibly be green? Ideas cannot sleep either, and
if they did, they could not sleep furiously.

To avoid writing type-two sentences, we can try to only write sentences that
are true (but that problem moves us from grammar to philosophy). To avoid
writing type-three sentences, we try not to build in any contradictions in the
words we use. And to avoid writing type one sentences . . . well, we don’t
even have to try. Unless a person has a special sort of language disorder
called Wernicke’s aphasia, usually caused by a stroke or brain injury, there
is no way that he or she will produce a type-one sentence (and even that
type-one sentence isn’t entirely characteristic of Wernicke’s aphasiacs, who
say things like “The big long lacquered lanky first second range man ambled
up out to the bull player pen” when trying to paraphrase the sentence, “The
big lanky first baseman ambled out to the bull pen”). But it is a really inter-
esting question how we know that type-one sentences are wrong. When we
understand this, we’ll understand something really fundamental about
English grammar.

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Michael D.C. Drout’s King
Alfred’s Grammar, chapter 4.

Lecture 5:
Word Classes
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We have to begin with word classes and types of words. Then we will
progress to syntax, the way we can put the words together. Syntax is con-
cerned not with what an individual word means but with what grammatical
function it is performing in a sentence, which is why sentences like “colorless
green ideas sleep furiously” get a pass from the syntax checker that we each
carry in our minds and does not feel as deeply wrong as “Alligator burp car
donkey exit fulsome gabardine honk.”

Nouns and Verbs

Traditional grammar classified words according to the “parts of speech,” but
we are going to follow modern grammar and use the term “word classes.” We
start with the most basic word class of all, the nouns. “Noun” just means
“name,” and names for things are the majority of words in English (some
grammarians prefer the term “substantive” rather than “noun”). Nouns can be
living beings, things, substances, happenings, acts, states, measures, and
indications of quantity and qualities. There are also nouns like “time,” “space,”
“form,” or “cause” that do not fit easily into any one of those classes but are
obviously nouns. Nouns are one of the two fundamental building blocks of
sentences and it is probably not surprising that nouns are the first words
acquired by children in their linguistic development. Probably language itself
started with nouns. Vervet monkeys, who may exhibit some kind of proto-lan-
guage, have three different alarm calls, one for eagles, one for leopards, and
one for snakes. Each of those could be seen as a noun.

Our next category is verbs. Verbs are mostly actions (although that is an
oversimplification; for example, we do not think of “is” as an action, but it is
definitely a verb). For now, think of verbs as actions, and in subsequent lec-
tures, we will discuss the various subclasses of verbs that cause so many
problems because they do so much work in English.

Once we have nouns and verbs, we can actually communicate things
because now the nouns can do things. In fact, the fundamental unit of a sen-
tence is a noun plus a verb (we will complicate this a little bit in a few lec-
tures, when we talk about noun phrases and verb phrases, but let it stand for
now). Furthermore, all the other word classes are related either to nouns or
verbs: either they modify or describe the nouns or verbs, or they are used to
link the nouns and verbs together.

Modifiers: Adjectives and Adverbs

A traditional grammar would now describe pronouns, but we will save
them for a moment and move on to the describing words: adjectives and
adverbs, the modifiers. Adjectives describe nouns, and adverbs describe
verbs. Adjectives and adverbs are not all that different. In fact, the same
word can switch from being an adjective to an adverb. So if you say “Josh
Beckett threw a hard pitch,” “hard” is an adjective. But if you say “Josh
Beckett pitches hard,” “hard” is an adverb. Adjectives can also turn into
nouns. For example, “I ate the sweet candy” has “sweet” as an adjective;
“She sang sweetly” uses “sweet” (with the adverbial ending “-ly”), but if I
say “I’d like a sweet,” then “sweet” is acting like a noun (this is one of the
reasons linguists prefer the term “substantive”). So you can see the same
exact word working in a variety of ways. This is particularly characteristic of
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English. Historian of language Otto Jespersen claimed:

“This faculty of using one and the same form with different values,
while the context shows in most cases unmistakably what part of
speech is meant, is one of the most characteristic traits of English,
and is found to a similar extent in no other European language.”

Let me add: “That is why English can be so difficult for people to master.”
You can’t just do straight dictionary lookup for words: you have to know
what syntactical role they are playing in a sentence, what part of speech,
based on the sentence context rather than just on what the word itself
means in isolation.

There are other kinds of adverbs as well. You
can also have what are called “sentence
adverbs,” which describe not just the verb,
but the entire sentence. Sentence
adverbs can be “adverbs of time” like
“yesterday,” “today,” and “tomorrow,”
or they can be more traditional-look-
ing adverbs that are just applied
to the entire sentence:

Finally, Professor Drout got to
the point.

Yesterday, the red panda
vomited on a tourist’s head.

Pandas eat enormous
amounts of bamboo regularly.

One of the characteristics of the
adverb is that it floats all over
the sentence, taking up pretty
much any place it wants to:

Slowly, the red panda turned
over on the branch.

The red panda slowly turned over on the branch.

The red panda turned slowly over on the branch.

The red panda turned over slowly on the branch.

The red panda turned over on the branch slowly.

That motility makes adverbs very nice for writing—put your adverb where the
rhythm of the sentence needs it, or where you think it does the most good in
explaining the sentence—but it makes it harder for English-as-a-second-lan-
guage readers to parse a sentence, because the adverb could be lurking in
there anywhere.

The other use of the adverb is as a modifier for an adjective:

A very red panda—“very” is an adverb.

A mildly angry red panda—“mildly” is an adverb.

A thoroughly nauseated red panda—“thoroughly” is an adverb.
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Function Words

When stringing sentences together, we use what we can call “function
words,” words that do not have any meaning in themselves but which we use
to show how other words are connected to each other. Function words
include prepositions (like “about,” “above,” “after,” “against,” “before,”
“beyond,” “in,” “on,” “under,” “with”). Unfortunately, the name “preposition” is
not really helpful. It comes from Latin grammar, and the idea is that it is a
word that comes before other words (pre-position) to indicate grammatical
relationships. But prepositions can also come after words in English.

The other function words that are important to us are conjunctions, which
link up words, phrases, and clauses (“and,” “but,” “or,” “nor,” “for,” “yet” are
the major ones). Conjunctions, like prepositions, are almost impossible to
define by themselves, but they perform essential work in showing us how to
relate the parts of a sentence: obviously “and” just links while “but” implies a
contrast; “for” or “because” give us causation, and so forth. Traditionally we
identify two kinds of conjunctions: coordinating conjunctions, like “and,” just
link up sentences or clauses together without really implying much of a rela-
tionship beyond addition. Subordinating conjunctions, however, like “after,”
“although,” “where,” “at least,” “that,” “then,” “though,” “whenever,” and “wher-
ever,” are used to make one clause or sentence subordinate to another: they
mark that that clause is not the main clause of the sentence.

With nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, and conjunctions, we
can do almost everything we need to do in English: we can put together
nouns with the actions they are doing, we can describe both the nouns and
the actions, and we can link up various groupings of nouns and actions and
show how these relate to each other. We are now on our way toward making
sentences. But first we have to do a little more investigation into our primary
building blocks, the nouns and the verbs, because neither of these is as sim-
ple as it seems. That may be a frustrating thing when you are trying to learn
about rules of grammar, or when you are learning English as a second lan-
guage, but the complexities of nouns, pronouns, and verbs are one of the
things that gives English its remarkable flexibility.
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1. What is the three-level hierarchy in language?

2. What is the difference between coordinating and
subordinating conjunctions?

Drout, Michael D.C. King Alfred’s Grammar Book. Chapter 4. Available at
http://acunix.wheatonma.edu/mdrout/GrammarBook2007/title.html.

Jespersen, Otto. Essentials of English Grammar: Otto Jespersen Collected
English Writings. Chapters 4 and 8. New York: Routledge, 2006.
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FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Other Books of Interest
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n the previous lecture we set out the different parts of
speech or word classes. We covered the building blocks
(nouns and verbs), the describing words (adjectives and
adverbs), and the function words (prepositions and con-
junctions). In this lecture we are doing two things. First, we
are adding the next word class, pronouns, the words that
make English (and other languages) even more versatile and

even better able to communicate complex ideas in a minimal
amount of time. Then we are going to tackle a few of the more common
grammatical problems associated with both pronouns and nouns, including
irregular plurals and the difference between mass and count nouns.

Pronouns

Pronoun is actually a less descriptive and useful name than noun, but we
are stuck with it. The traditional description is that a pronoun stands in for a
noun. So instead of saying this:

Professor Drout went to the store and then Professor Drout left and on
Professor Drout’s way out of the store Professor Drout met a friend of
Professor Drout’s who hugged Professor Drout and said hello to
Professor Drout and Professor Drout’s daughter, Professor Drout’s
daughter was walking with Professor Drout.

We can say this:

Professor Drout went to the store and then he left, and on his way out
of the store he met a friend of his, who hugged him and said hello to
him and his daughter, who was walking with him.

There are a variety of different kinds of pronouns, and they communicate
important information and do a lot of subtle work. The overarching idea is
actually fairly well represented by the traditional definition, that a pronoun
“stands in” for a noun. Pronouns allow us to replace a specific noun with a
more general term. But we also can cram more information into a pronoun,
letting the reader know how that pronoun is linked to other words in the sen-
tence or what role it is performing.

We start with the personal pronouns: I, me, we, us, you, they, them, he, she,
and it. These fit the traditional definition of a pronoun: they stand in for a
noun. In my sample sentence, every time I wrote “Professor Drout,” you could
conceivably substitute in “he.” But even in my simple sentence, which is set
up to illustrate principles of substitution, there are some problems. You actu-
ally cannot just sub in “he” for each instance of “Professor Drout”:

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Otto Jespersen’s Essentials
of English Grammar: Otto Jespersen Collected English Writings,
chapter 9.

Lecture 6:
Pronouns and the Noun System
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Professor Drout went to the store and then he left and on he way out
of the store he met a friend of he who hugged he and said hello to he
and he daughter, he daughter was walking with he.

The substitution did not work because pronouns are one of the few parts of
the English grammatical system that are still inflected. That is, they change
their forms based on the roles they are playing in a sentence. So in some
cases, for example, when we want to indicate possession, we cannot just say
“he,” we have to say “his.” And when we indicate that something is receiving
action, that is, it is an object, we have to use “him.” Pronouns are inflected for
number (the difference between “I” and “we” or “he” or “she” and “they”) and
for gender (“he” and “him” versus “she” and “her”) and also for subject and
object function (“he” versus “him” and “she” versus “her”). We also have pos-
sessive pronouns (“his,” “her,” “its”) that act a lot like adjectives (because
they describe things).

One of the most common traditional grammar problems that I see in my stu-
dents’ papers usually ends up getting labeled “pronoun/antecedent agree-
ment.” Although the word “antecedent” is not common in casual conversation,
it is not too complicated. An antecedent is just something that comes before
something else. In this case it is the noun that the pronoun is going to stand
in for. So, if we say “Professor Drout was walking to the zoo, he saw a red
panda,” the antecedent is “Professor Drout” and the pronoun is “he.”
Pronoun/antecedent agreement is just simple matching up of the important
attributes of the pronoun with the attributes of the noun, making them agree.
So “Professor Drout” is a singular and “Professor Drout” is masculine, so we
use the pronoun “he” rather than “they” or “she.” So far, no problem.

But we do get a problem in pronoun/antecedent agreement because of the
structure of the English pronoun system. My students are always getting
marked off for saying things like “The reader will find that they will enjoy the
book,” and I write “singular/plural mismatch.” “Reader” is a singular, but “they”
is a plural. Because the pronoun is supposed to be the same number and
gender as the antecedent, we have a mismatch. One problem with English is
that we do not have a nongendered, third-person singular pronoun that can
be applied to people. So when we have a nongendered, human antecedent,
we cannot easily match it up. We could use the old traditional form of “The
reader will find that he will enjoy the book,” but now we have added a gender
that is not in the antecedent and also, we’re assuming that the reader is
male. Although whether or not eliminating the “universal ‘he’” and other
“nonsexist grammar” really makes any difference at all in the elimination of
sexist attitudes (I am skeptical), there is no doubting that the “universal ‘he’”
is now jarring. But the Drout Way provides a quick fix: change the antecedent
rather than the pronoun. Usually—not always, but usually—you can rewrite
the sentence with the antecedent as a plural: “Readers will find that they will
enjoy the book.” Problem solved, because now the antecedent agrees with
the pronoun in number.

One other related problem shows up in speaking rather than writing. English
no longer has a second-person plural distinct from the first-person plural. We
use “you” for both. This can be a problem in speaking when addressing a
group of people: are you speaking to all of them, or just to one? American
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English has evolved several words for plural “you” to solve this problem. We
have “y’all” (which is usually seen as Southern and sometimes Western),
“younz” (from the Pittsburgh area), “yous” (from Philadelphia and New
Jersey), or “you guys” (generally, the Northeast). But none of these forms are
standard. We really need a new pronoun, but English is not inventing new
pronouns (languages generally do not invent new pronouns).

The history behind our lack of a distinctive plural “you” explains why we have
this mess: In Old English, “ge” (pronounced “ye”) and “†u” (pronounced
“thoo”) indicated different numbers in the second person (“ge” was plural and
“†u” was singular). In the thirteenth century, however, the “th-” forms (thou,
thy, thee) became familiar; they were used when addressing social inferiors,
children, and close friends. The “ye” forms (ye, your, you) were used both as
a sign of respect and as the plural. It was either a social error or a form of
rudeness accidentally to use “thou” in a formal situation: it marked you as a
boor or as being deliberately rude to an inferior. There are some
Shakespearean jokes to this effect, for example, in Twelfth Night, when Sir
Toby Belch encourages Sir Andrew Aguecheek to write an insulting letter: “if
thou thou’st him some thrice, it shall not be amisse.” Eventually the “thou”
forms disappeared from polite speech and then from all speech (though they
persisted longer in America among the Quakers than they did in England). So
we no longer had thou, which was considered rude, but we then had the
same word, “you,” trying to fulfil both singular and plural roles.

Demonstratives

Demonstrative pronouns point out, or demonstrate, particular nouns. The
most important demonstratives are “this,” “that,” “these,” and “those.” Some
grammarians would even include the “articles” “the” and “a” among the
demonstratives (and this is what I do in my Old English grammar book, King
Alfred’s Grammar). We distinguish between the definite article, “the,” and the
indefinite article, “a” (which follows a phonetic rule to change automatically
into “an” in the phonetic environment of being before a vowel) by following a
series of rules. “The” usually indicates a specific individual thing while “a”
often means something like “a member of some kind of grouping.”

There are also reflexive pronouns, which are created by adding the word
“self” to the end of a pronoun. So we get “himself,” “herself,” “itself.” Reflexives
are generally not problematic, but they can be used, as I’ll show you in a cou-
ple of lectures, as a trick to weasel out of subject/object difficulties.

Finally, there are the relative pronouns, “who,” “whom,” and “which.” A rela-
tive pronoun makes the second part of a sentence relative to the first. So if
we say “That is my favorite store, which sells vintage Star Wars toys” or “She
went to the store that sells Star Wars toys” or “She went to the Star Wars toy
store, which is open on Thursdays,” we are using relative pronouns. Relative
pronouns are related to the dreaded “who”/“whom” and “which”/“that” prob-
lems (which we will deal with later). For now, just note that a relative pronoun
indicates that a phrase or clause is going to modify or describe another noun
in some way. The two are relative to each other.

So you see the complexity of the pronoun system in English. It is the way it
is because although English itself turned into a primarily analytic language, in
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which word order makes a difference, the pronoun system was basically con-
served from the early Anglo-Saxon period—with some exceptions, the
biggest being that the pronoun “she” came in from Old Norse—and preserved
some of the grammatical distinctions we handle much more simply for
straight nouns. Because of this complex history, pronouns can be difficult to
learn if you are picking up English as a second language.

I am belaboring this because pronouns in their various forms are one of the
main areas where people are worried about their grammar, in particular, the
decision of when to use “me” rather than “I” and “who” versus “whom.” For
that explanation to make sense, and for you to have tricks so that you never
have to worry about that problem again, we have to wait just a couple more
lectures, because we have to have all the pieces in place before the logic
comes together, but for now, just know that there is going to be a payoff
beyond the obvious (and most important) payoff of understanding, analytical-
ly, how the system works.

Count Nouns and Mass Nouns

It is my experience teaching literature that a lot of people get flustered and
worry and think that they have “bad grammar” when they come upon the dis-
tinction between mass nouns and count nouns. Take, for example, a paper I
just graded. The student mentions that the character in one of the books we
have just read has “a large amount of problems.” This is grammatically
wrong, and one of the things that a teacher will flag you for, and I would even
bet that the student had a feeling that it was wrong but did not know why and
so just went ahead (which, by the way, is better than falling into “analysis
paralysis”—at least you get the paper finished; the key is to learn from the
professor’s correction). But what is wrong with “a large amount of problems”?

There are two kinds of nouns in English, mass nouns and count nouns.
Count nouns are easier to conceptualize: they have individual units. They can
theoretically be counted. Mass-nouns are trickier. They are things that cannot
be counted (like “butter” or “music” or “sewage”) but also immaterial things,
like “freedom” or “intelligence.” We have to think about these distinctions,
because English wants us to “quantify” count nouns with words like “one,” “a
few,” “several,” or “one thousand two hundred eight.” Mass nouns, on the
other hand, have to be quantified with “an X amount of,” “a Y volume of,”
“much,” or “little” (or variations of these). So if we go back to that student’s
“large amount of problems,” we see the problem. “Problems” are count
nouns: they are individual things, and we can count them: one problem, two
problems, etc. So applying “amount,” which belongs with a mass noun to the
count noun “problems,” creates a grammatical infelicity.

English also deals with mass nouns in complex ways. For example, “bread”
is a mass noun (just bread in general, all or any bread). If we want to talk
about it in specific, that is, make it into a count noun, we have to supply some
additional information: “a loaf of bread.” Now that it’s a count noun, we can
apply quantifiers. We can say “seven loaves of bread” in a way that we can’t
with a count noun: “seven bread” doesn’t make sense (and “seven breads”
would indicate seven different types of bread), but we can say “much bread”
or “a little bread.”
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Needless to say, these distinctions can be difficult to keep track of, particu-
larly because many words can be both mass nouns and count nouns
depending upon the context. You can say “I bought three cakes” (count noun)
or “I had a lot of cake” (mass noun). “Mary had a little lamb” (count). “Lamb is
good with mint jelly” (mass).

Theoretically and logically, mass nouns, since they are uncountable, should
not have to deal with singular and plural. But in practice, the grammar system
ends up choosing one or the other. So “weeds” is a mass noun, but in the
plural, as are “ashes” and “sweets” and “pants” (this latter one drives people
crazy and caused the invention of the horrible word “pant” so that catalogue
writers didn’t have to write “pair of pants” over and over again). Another trick
the grammar does is to try to pull out pieces of mass nouns so that we can
deal with them as if they are count nouns. “Piece” and “bit” are particularly
good words for doing this:

That’s a nice piece of stupidity.

Good bit of hitting.

Terrible piece of luck.

We also have what are called “collectives,” things like “state” or “family” or
“nation.” The problem is that some collectives are treated as singulars while
others are treated as plurals. So:

Family is very important to me. (singular)

The police is one of the key institutions in society. (singular)

Others are in the plural:

All my family vote in the elections. (plural)

The police are given difficult assignments. (plural)

What do we do with such a mess? The key in writing and speaking is to try
to remember if the noun you are modifying is mass or count. If you can do
this, if you can picture the noun (lots of individual bits or a whole), you can
choose how to treat it properly. But this is very difficult for people coming to
English as a second language, and it is also difficult for native speakers who
are dealing with concepts (like “problems”) that you can’t easily picture (you
can imagine a herd of cows or a pile of dead squirrels, but a stack of prob-
lems does not give quite the same mental image).

Mass nouns and count nouns are a pain, and the other big pain associated
with nouns are those nouns that have irregular plurals. Pluralization is usually
an easy thing in English. A word gets an s and we have a plural. But there
are a lot of words in English that do not add the s. Some change the vowel in
the stem of the word and others remain unchanged. A few, which come from
Greek and Latin, do add letters for plurals, but not s. You will not be surprised
to learn that this irregularity in English is due to its history. Just as there were
strong verbs in Proto-Indo-European and Anglo-Saxon that changed tense by
changing a stem vowel, there were nouns that did essentially the same thing.
For the plural of “toth” you had “teeth,” for “fot” you had “feet,” and so on.
These are sometimes called strong plurals. Goose/geese, mouse/mice,
tooth/teeth, foot/feet are all strong plurals. But some words that you would
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think would follow the strong plural pattern do not. We say “goose/geese”
but not “moose/meese.” Instead, the correct plural stays the same:
“moose/moose.” Why? Because “moose” is both a Native American word and
one that ends in an s. English is not particularly happy with doubled-s for a
plural because it is difficult to hear, so “mooses,” although a possible form,
was not a natural fit to the language. But as noted previously, English does
not invent new strong plurals; they are old relics still hanging around. So
instead we just keep the word the same and count on the context (the verb
that follows the moose) to let us know if there is one moose or more moose.

Greek and Latin get more tricky, if
only because people in general do
not really know the system and
thus make guesses. For example,
I was taught that “octopi” was the
proper plural of “octopus.” Actually,
it is not; “octopi” is based on a con-
fusion between Latin and Greek. A
lot of masculine Latin words, those
that end in “-us,” have a plural of
“-i.” Octopus appears to end in
“-us,” so people reasoned that the
proper plural would be “i.” But
“octopus” is Greek and not Latin
and the ending is not “-us” but
“-pus.” The plural of a “pus”
word in Greek would not
be “pi,” but probably
something like “poi,” so a
“proper” plural for “octopus”
would be “octopoi.” But “poi” has
not been borrowed from Greek into English
and is not an acceptable English plural. So the
powers that be have said to drop “octopi” and replace
it with “octopuses.”

The key thing to take away from this lecture is that there are some complexi-
ties about the noun/pronoun system, but that you can figure them out.
Turning that understanding around into producing correct grammar of your
own in these instances is not always easy, but it will come with practice and
with thinking more about grammar.
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1. What was the relationship between the lack of a distinctive plural “you” and
the possibility of offending someone?

2. Why is the plural of “octopus” not “octopi”?

Jespersen, Otto. Essentials of English Grammar: Otto Jespersen Collected
English Writings. Chapter 9. New York: Routledge, 2006.

Jespersen, Otto. Essentials of English Grammar: Otto Jespersen Collected
English Writings. Chapter 5. New York: Routledge, 2006.
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The Suggested Readings for this lecture are Michael D.C. Drout’s King
Alfred’s Grammar Book, chapter 8 and Otto Jespersen’s Essentials of
English Grammar: Otto Jespersen Collected English Writings, chapters
23 to 27.

Lecture 7:
The Verb System I

mentioned before that the verb system in English is less
complicated than in other languages (Spanish, for
instance), but it is still pretty complicated, which is why we
are going to spend some time on it. It is also my experi-
ence that the verb system is the site of a lot of angst
about English (though people do not always recognize that
the verb system is the problem) because this is one area in
which traditional grammar devolves into a whole system of

complicated nomenclature. You might not remember what exactly the “past
perfect” or the “present participle” are, but you remember that you should
remember. So we will approach the verb system as just that, a system, with a
logic behind it, and figure out how it works. Then all those terms from eighth-
grade grammar will start to make sense and we will learn what a participle is,
why it is bad to dangle one, and if dangling participles are always bad or are
only sometimes bad.

The big reason that the English verb system is complex is the same reason
that most things about English are complex: the history of the language. Parts
of the verb system are the same as they were back in the Indo-European past,
or at least as far back as the Anglo-Saxon period. For example, in Proto-Indo-
European, verbs indicated tense through apophony or gradation (called in
German ablaut). We still have this to a certain extent in Modern English, when
we change the vowel inside a verb to indicate the past tense: “ring,” “rang,”
“rung,” “bring,” “brought,” “run,” “ran,” “swim,” “swam,” “dive,” “dove,” “sing,”
“sang,” “sung,” “take,” “took,” and so forth. In Anglo-Saxon these are called
strong verbs, and they are the most common kinds of verbs.

But already in Anglo-Saxon this system of gradation was breaking down,
and new verbs were coming into the language or being modified to be weak
verbs: instead of changing their vowels to indicate the past tense, for exam-
ple, they took an ending, and one that should be familiar to Modern English
speakers: the sounds “d” or “t” were put at the end of the verb. This is called
a “dental preterite,” which just means that it is a sound made with the tongue
touching the back of the teeth, and that that “t” or “d” turns the verb into a
past tense. So there were two separate verb systems working in Old English.
Over time, the strong verb system, the “ring,” “rang,” “rung” pattern, has got-
ten less frequent and the dental preterite system has taken over. English is
very slowly converting strong verbs to weak verbs and rarely adding strong
verbs: one of the only additions to the strong verbs in recent times is “snuck”
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as the past tense of “sneak.” It is quite possible that in the next five hundred
years, as English becomes more of a world language, we will lose more
strong verbs.

How Verbs Work

Verbs have to communicate all kinds of information. Among other things,
they tell us things about the noun that is linked to the verb, they tell us when
the action is happening in terms of time, whether or not the action is com-
plete or ongoing, and if the action has really happened or if we are just imag-
ining it. Unfortunately, many of these bits of information are interlinked, which
leads to additional complexities. So to start off, we note that verbs vary
depending on person, number, tense, and mood.

There are three persons in English grammar, and they are easy to keep
track of if you imagine them as a little gathering. First, there is the first
person: imagine yourself alone on a street corner. You are the first person to
get to this meeting, so if you talk, you are going to say “I.” If a second person
shows up, he or she is the second person. You will address that person as
“you.” If a third person shows up, and you are talking about that person, you
will use “he” or “she.” To press the metaphor, if two people are on the corner
at the same time, and two other people walk up, the first two can be “we,”
which is also in the first person, and speak to the others, who are “they,” also
in the third person. You will see right here that the idea of number gets quick-
ly mixed in with the persons. In English we only have two numbers, singular
and plural, one and more than one. Old English actually had three numbers,
singular, dual, and plural, so one, two, and more than two. Other languages
make other distinctions.

Then we have tense, which in English can be past, present, or future. Old
English did not have a future tense, and the legacy of the lack of future tense
in Old English is that the future tense in Modern English is not communicated
by the verb itself, but by additional words put into the sentence.

Now we will put these three aspects of the verb system together. We only
bother to distinguish in number with verbs in the present tense and only in
the third person. So, for the verb “walk”:

I walk We walk

You walk You walk

He walks She walks It walks They walk

I walked We walked

You walked You walked

He walked She walked It walked

Listing all of these forms is called conjugating the verb. You’ll notice that
there are just two distinctions. To indicate past tense, we add the “ed” ending.
This is really just an update of the Anglo-Saxon “dental preterite.” In the pre-
sent tense, we are only concerned about the third person. It gets even a little
simpler when we get away from the pronouns in the third person and go on to
regular nouns.

The dog walks.
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The dogs walk.

The cow moos.

The cows moo.

The red panda sleeps.

The red pandas sleep.

We can call this the Law of the
Conservation of S: If you have an “s”
at the end of the subject, generally the
verb does not have an s, and vice versa:
if the subject does end in “s” the verb
usually does not. Unfortunately for those
learning English as a second language, it
makes a big difference where that “s” goes
(native speakers do not usually worry about
the singular/plural problem because it
comes naturally).

One other quick point about the plural in English verbs: it only applies to the
subject, not to the verb itself as it does in many other languages.

Red pandas nap.

Cows moo.

If we say one of the above sentences, we are not communicating any infor-
mation about the number of naps or the number of moos. In this, English is
very different from other languages in which the verb will indicate whether the
action has been done once, done twice, or done many times (we can convey
some of that information through auxiliaries, which we will discuss in detail
later, but the verb itself does not change based on the number of moos).

So we have person (first, second, or third for the pronouns; otherwise just
the third person for other nouns), number (singular or plural), and tense (past,
present, and we will talk about future in a minute). If we stopped here, the
English verb system would be pretty easy. All you would have to remember
would be the dental preterite (“ed”) and the conservation of “s” in the third
person present tense. Those two simple rules will handle a large number of
sentences, but they do not cover everything that we might ever want to know
about a verb, and they do not cover the verbs that do not follow these rules
(and which include some pretty common and important verbs, like “is”).

We first need to add one more category to our basic qualities of verbs, and
that is mood. In English we have three moods, indicative, imperative, and
subjunctive. The indicative is just what it sounds like: you are indicating
something about the world by using the verb. This is just the regular, garden-
variety form of the verb.

Kids walked on my lawn

is in the indicative mood.

The imperative mood is a command. It can only be used in the second per-
son, probably because you do not have to command yourself (so not in the
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first person) and if you are talking about a command in the third person, you
are not actually commanding; you are just describing, which is the indicative
mood. Even if you say “I want you kids off my lawn!” you are grammatically
using the indicative; you are describing what you want, not actually com-
manding (the social function of the sentence “I want you kids off my lawn” is
separate from the grammar).

The imperative is usually marked by not using a subject
in the sentence (this is the famous “understood ‘you’”):

Get off my lawn!

But you can use the
second person:

You! Get off my lawn!

You will notice that the
imperative also has to be
in the present tense. You
cannot command some-
one in the past tense and
say this:

Got off my lawn!

The subjunctive is more complicated, but we can be thankful that it is not
nearly as complicated in English as it is in other languages, most famously
Spanish. The subjunctive in Modern English is used for things that have not
yet happened but are not truly in the future. That is confusing (and probably
one reason why Old English, because it had a subjunctive, did not have a
future tense). But if you say this:

I might go to the store.

I could have gone to the store.

I should have gone to the store.

I wish I had gone to the store.

you are using the subjunctive.

You will notice that the verbs in these sentences themselves do not change.
Instead, we use an additional verb to indicate the subjunctive. These addi-
tional verbs are called modals: “could,” “would,” “should,” and “might” are the
most important, and we will discuss them more below. There is one word in
which the verb itself changes in the subjunctive, though, and as this is con-
nected to some common grammar anxieties, I want to go over it here.

We say the following:

If I were you, I’d go to the store now.

Did you ever stop to think that this form appears to make no sense? We do
not say “I were,” we say, “I was.” But in this form we seem to mix up singular
and plural. Why? It turns out that the “were” in “If I were you” is the last rem-
nant of the Anglo-Saxon subjunctive, just lurking around in this one phrase.
We say “If I were you” because we don’t have a helping verb in that sentence
like “might” or “would” or “could” to indicate the subjunctive, and we have to
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do it somehow, so we use a change
in the verb itself, from “was” to
“were.”

Strong Verbs

That covers the regular verbs, the
majority of verbs in English. But
there are of course other types,
which are usually lumped together
as “irregular verbs.” I think this is a
mistake, because there are two types of
verbs that don’t fit the “regular” paradigm, and
they are very different from each other. So let’s separate them into two
groups, the “strong verbs” and the “truly irregular verbs.”

As we noted earlier, strong verbs change a vowel in their stem to indicate
the past tense. This feature, which can be called apophany, vowel gradation,
or ablaut, goes back to Proto-Indo-European, but it has been slowly dying out
in English. Here is a paradigm of a sample strong verb:

I run We run

You run You run

He runs She runs It runs

I ran We ran

You ran You ran

He ran She ran It ran

You will notice that the present tense acts just like a regular verb, and there
is even the Conservation of S rule in effect:

A wolverine runs.

Wolverines run.

In the past tense, then, we just change a vowel, following a rule of vowel
gradation or ablaut: run � ran.

There are a significant number of strong verbs that fit into various classes
based on their particular vowel changes:

bite � bit

fly � flew

spring � sprang

give � gave

take � took

fall � fell

bring � brought

These fall into some basic groups depending on what their vowels are,
and in a class on philology or historical linguistics or history of the English
language, we would look at each vowel gradation individually. An imperfect
rule of thumb would be to say that if you know one strong verb, you can
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figure out others by finding verbs that rhyme with it. Therefore, if you know
“spring/sprang,” you can guess “sing/sang.” Unfortunately, this does not
work with “bring/brang,” but it does for “ring/rang.” It is also worth noting
that the past participle (which we will discuss in the next lecture) of a strong
verb is also created by vowel gradation, so we get the following:

I will ring you.

Yesterday I rang you.

Thorin had rung the doorbell twice.

Participial forms of other verbs are created in a much simpler fashion, by
adding -ing or -ed, as we will see. But many strong verbs in Modern English
(and all in Anglo-Saxon) created the participle by changing the vowel.

As I noted, strong verbs can be difficult for those coming to English as a sec-
ond language, but they are usually not too bad for native speakers. There are,
however, exceptions: certain nonstandard dialects in Modern English, includ-
ing sometimes the English spoken in rural areas of America and subsets of
African-American English, sometimes use strong verbs where standard
English uses weak verbs (like bring/brang) or use weak verbs where English
uses strong verbs, for example fall/falled or sometimes take, taked. Other
times strong verbs are created for effect, so we get “woke and boke” being the
past tense of “wake and bake” (though this is also drug-related humor and
may be as much tongue in cheek as anything else). Here the “problem” (if
there is one) is not one of misunderstanding grammar or not knowing gram-
matical subtleties, but instead of following a different set of conventions.

We now have the basics of the verb system down, and even the complexi-
ties of the strong verbs (which many people call “irregular”). Now we are
ready to move on to the difficult verb-related material: the truly irregular verbs
and the different kinds of auxiliaries, also called helping verbs, and verbals,
verb-like entities.
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1. Why is the English verb system so complex?

2. How does Modern English reveal the legacy of the lack of a future tense in
Old English?

Drout, Michael D.C. King Alfred’s Grammar Book. Chapter 8. Available at
http://acunix.wheatonma.edu/mdrout/GrammarBook2007/title.html.

Jespersen, Otto. Essentials of English Grammar: Otto Jespersen Collected
English Writings. Chapters 23–27. New York: Routledge, 2006.

Jespersen, Otto. Essentials of English Grammar: Otto Jespersen Collected
English Writings. Chapter 5. New York: Routledge, 2006.
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The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Otto Jespersen’s Essentials
of English Grammar: Otto Jespersen Collected English Writings,
chapters 30 to 33.

Lecture 8:
The Verb System II:

Infinitives, Participles, Gerunds

n the last lecture we went over the verb system in English
and looked at the ways that regular and strong verbs
communicate information about tense, number, and
mood. Strong verbs, which change a vowel in the stem to
indicate tense change, are different than regular verbs
because they are a fossil of an older system of vowel grada-
tion that was a prominent feature of Germanic languages. But

they really are not that difficult to understand once you see
how the process works. Now we get to the weirder stuff, but it is the weird
stuff that is absolutely essential to English grammar. The weird things include
some of the most frequently used verbs, and they are also part of the types
of constructions, including infinitives and participles, that get people most
worked up about English grammar.

The problems arise because the general tendency in English in the past one
thousand years has been to stick an insignificant (in itself) auxiliary verb to
the left of the main verb and then attach all the marks of person, tense, and
so forth to that verb. So even after we have gone over the verb system for
main verbs, we end up having some significant work to do on auxiliaries,
because they have taken over a lot of the functions that used to be in the
main verbs.

Infinitives

We will start with infinitives, because this is where the dictionaries and gram-
mar books start. An infinitive is a form of the verb that indicates action that
can happen at any point in time (hence the “infinitive” name). In Modern
English these are the forms of the verb prefaced by “to.” So:

To be, to sleep, to die, to dream (and so on).

In the case of infinitives, “to” is not a preposition (the way it usually is), but a
particle, and this is actually a significant difference. Let me explain. In Old
English, and in Latin (that will become important in a moment), all verbs have
infinitive forms. But these are not “to x,” they’re verb forms with specific end-
ings. In Latin that ending is usually “-ere” or “-ire,” so you get the following:

audire gaudere

candere movere

currere patere

dicere tenere

facere valere
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In Old English, the ending for the infinitive as “-an” and in some cases “-ian.”
So some Old English verbs in the infinitive form would include these:

durran gangan

eardian murnan

foran neosian

Old English had what is called an “inflected infinitive,” which we don’t really
have time and space to go into, but suffice it to say that Old English used the
preposition “to” and an infinitive form of the verb to indicate, usually, the idea
of purpose. So you might have to bewerienne, which meant “for the purpose
of guarding.”

One of the major phonological changes in the history of English is the loss of
“n” at the ends of words. When this happened, the infinitive ending of the
verb was dropped and instead the “to” was recruited to indicate the infinitive
sense. However, the preposition “to” also remained, giving us two different
uses of “to,” one as preposition, one as particle indicating an infinitive:

I am going to the zoo where they have a red panda.

At the same time you have this:

I like to look at the red panda.

In the second sentence, the “to look” is an infinitive, while in the first sen-
tence, “to” is a preposition that indicates direction (to the zoo). This is the
foundation of the split-infinitive controversy. If you follow a strict analogy with
Latin, the “to” and the verb form are really just one word, even though there is
white space there (or a pause in the spoken form). If that is the case, then it
would make no sense to stick anything into that slot. In Latin, you cannot
drop in another word in the middle of an infinitive. So grammarians, following
the logic of Latin, decreed that you cannot put anything between the “to” and
the rest of the verb. To do so is to split the infinitive.

But the natural structure of English allows for an adverb to drop into any
open slot in the sentence. Remember when we discussed “sentence
adverbs” and showed that they could fit in anywhere and still make sense.
That is just how English is built. Also, more regular adverbs (that is, not sen-
tence adverbs) and modifiers in general like to be right next to the thing they
are describing. In an analytic, word-order language like English, closer is usu-
ally better, so you do not create confusion about which noun or verb is being
modified. So there are two sets of pressures driving people to put adverbs
into that slot between the “to” and the rest of the infinitive. First, adverbs can
go in any slot, and that’s a slot. Second, putting the adverb close to the verb
makes it clearer what is being modified. But the “don’t split infinitives” rule
says you cannot do that, which brings us to the situation of having a prescrip-
tive rule fighting against the natural grammatical tendencies of English.

According to that rule:

To boldly go where no man has gone before.

Should be

To go boldly where no man has gone before.
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Now here I agree with David Crystal and many others that this is a rule of
amazing stupidity. But it is also just the kind of petty rule that is easy to memo-
rize and note and correct in others, which is exactly what bad pedants do. So
you have to decide if you are going to split infinitives or not. It is easy enough
to learn not to: you can do a highly mechanical process of using “find” on your
computer and seeing if you have put in an adverb after every instance of “to”
(and just move the adverb to before the “to”) or you can train yourself not to
put the adverb in. But just know that when you do you are following a bad
analogy to Latin grammar and not a rule that really belongs to English.

Modals

Talking about infinitives brings us to the next type of weird verbs, the
modals, such as “could,” “would,” and “should.” Modals like these have taken
over from the old subjunctive system (and were doing so already in the Old
English period) to indicate the subjunctive mood. Old English always com-
bined modals with infinitives, but Modern English uses the regular indicative
forms of verbs in the present tense:

I might see the red panda.

You might watch it sleep.

They might think it is lazy.

However, when we get to using modals with past-tense verbs, we cannot
just say this:

I might saw the red panda.

Instead, we add in another auxiliary verb to indicate the past tense:

I might had saw the red panda.

Wait, that isn’t right. We say this:

I might have seen the red panda.

Where did that “seen” come from? And why the “have”?

To answer that question, we have to take a detour into the land of participles
and gerunds. But when we are done there, and when we have discussed why
participles should not dangle (and what a participle is and what that even
means), we will come back and explain what is going on and why we do not
say “might had saw” or even “might have saw” (though the latter is not as
problematic as the former).

Turning Verbs Into Other Things: Participles and Gerunds

English allows us to shift words into different grammatical categories in dif-
ferent ways. Sometimes we want to use a verb as a noun, and sometimes
we want to use a verb as an adjective. We can do this by creating gerunds
and participles.

A gerund is just a verb turned into a noun:

Sleeping is the red panda’s favorite activity.

We simply took the verb “sleep” and added the “-ing” ending. Now the verb
becomes a noun, and we can treat it exactly as we would any other noun,
including describing it with adjectives:
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Deep, lazy sleeping is the red panda’s favorite activity.

Things get a tiny bit more confusing, though, when we want to turn a verb
into an adjective, because in some cases, we do the same exact thing:

I went to the zoo and saw the sleeping red panda.

We took the verb “sleep,” added an “-ing” on it, and used it to describe the
red panda—so “sleeping” is an adjective. This is a present participle, and it
would not be confusing except that it is exactly the same form as the gerund.
We only can tell them apart by figuring out what they are each doing in the
sentence. In the case of the participle, it is describing a noun; in the case of
the gerund, it is being a noun.

However, we also have past participles, and these at least can’t be confused
with gerunds (they get confused with other things).

The tired red panda was asleep.

We took the verb “tire,” added a “d” to it (our old friend, the dental preterite),
and used it as an adjective to describe a noun. It is in the past tense, so it is
a past participle. It looks just like a regular past-tense verb: no “-ing” form to
help us identify it.

But what do we do when we have a strong verb (remember, one that
changes the stem vowel in the past tense rather than adding a dental
preterite)? We don’t have an “-ed” form to use as a past participle. This is
where the third form of the strong verb comes in. Remember that we have
“sing, sang, sung,” “ring, rang, rung,” “bite, bit, bitten,” “spring, sprang,
sprung.” That last form is the past participle:

The red panda gnawed the bitten apple.

The red panda avoided the sprung trap.

We use the strong verb past participle because the strong verbs do not
have a dental preterite form to use, and we need something to put there, so
we grab a piece of the old strong verb system (when
it is still available) and then use it. This sets us up for
explaining our “had saw” problem from before, but
first we need to talk about the one thing that every-
body knows about participles—even people who don’t
know what a participle is know this about participles:
Participles are not supposed to dangle. But what
exactly does that mean?

Let me take you back to my seventh grade class and
my humiliating experience with a dangling participle. I
wrote this sentence in a story:

Running down the alleyway, the garbage can
tripped her.

My teacher read that sentence out loud and asked if
there were any problems with it. No one said anything.
Then he stood up, went to the chalkboard, and drew a
picture of a little garbage can with legs.
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So why was that participle “dangling”? Because a participle is a verb being
transformed into an adjective, and an adjective needs to be nearest to the
noun it is modifying, not some other noun. Otherwise, we get confusion.

Look at my sentence.

Running down the alleyway, the garbage can . . . [STOP]

See the problem? “Running down the alleyway” is a participial phrase. The
entire phrase acts like an adjective. The reader knows this, holds the adjec-
tive, descriptive phrase in his or her head, and then comes to the next noun,
which is “garbage can.” Therefore the garbage can must be what is running
down the alleyway. It is only when we get to the very end of the sentence
when we realize that the real subject is her, and that is who was running
down the alleyway. The participle dangles because it is not closely attached
to the noun that it is supposed to modify. And that happens because a partici-
ple is not a true adjective, so that it does not automatically go where adjec-
tives normally go. Instead, the participial phrase floats around the sentence
and sometimes ends up in the wrong spot.

Now for a while I just tried to avoid ever starting a sentence with an “-ing”
form of a word, which is a quick and mindless way to avoid dangling partici-
ples. But a better approach is to recognize them for what they are and then
make sure you put the participial phrases next to the nouns they modify.

Unlike split infinitives, dangling participles really do create confusion, even if
it is only momentary confusion, in the minds of readers. And if you go over
your writing and fix the dangling participles, you will be improving your writing
in substantial ways because you will be making it clearer to your reader. So
let us fix my seventh-grade sentence:

Running down the alleyway, the garbage can tripped her.

While she was running down the alleyway, the garbage can tripped her.

No dangling participle and grammatically clear, but wordy. So how do we
make it better?

Running down the alleyway, she tripped on the garbage can.

That’s if we want to keep the participial phrase up front (perhaps because
we want to put the image of the person running in the front of the reader’s
mind). Then we’ve got our subject (she) right next to the participial phrase
that modifies it. We’ve clarified things, which is actually more important than
whether or not we had a dangling participle.

But there are some times when you can use a dangling participle, usually
when the phrase is a bit of a cliché or at least a stock phrase that people
have heard before:

Strictly speaking, he should have written a better story.

Speaking of seventh grade, my best friend’s name was “Chipper.”

That lecture must have been really boring, judging by the loudness of his
snoring from the back of the class.

The professor’s speaking was pretty good, considering his age.
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So sometimes a dangling participle is fine, but the simplest rule of thumb is
to make sure the participle is next to the thing it is describing.

Now let us quickly review the participle and gerund systems before getting
back to our problem with “might had saw.” Verbs turned into nouns by sticking
-ing on the end are gerunds. Verbs turned into adjectives are participles. We
make present participles by sticking -ing at the end of a verb. We make past
participles by sticking -ed at the end of a verb, except when we are using a
strong verb, in which case we have to go find the strong past participle.

So now we want to use a modal like “could,” “would,” or “should” to commu-
nicate what used to be communicated by the subjunctive mood of a verb: that
is, that something has not actually happened, but it might happen, or could
happen, or would happen if you would just let it, or should happen if you
could only get out of the way. But we want to talk about this in the past tense,
and when we try that, we get:

I might saw the red panda.

No good. This is a place where English gets exceedingly tricky for the non-
native speaker. We need to accomplish a couple of things with this construc-
tion. We want to show the subjunctiveness of the action (that it didn’t actually
happen), and we want to show that it’s in the past. So we do two things. The
first is to add in “had,” which is an auxiliary or “helping” verb that indicates the
past tense. But this isn’t enough:

I might had saw the red panda.

So we do a few more things. Instead of using the past tense of the verb, we
use the past participle, and, because we don’t need to communicate “past” in
both the auxiliary and the verb, we turn “had” to “have.”

I might have seen the red panda.

And this is where the verb system tends to go haywire for people who are
learning English as a second language, because there are a bunch of rules
stacked on top of each other. What we have here is what is called the perfect
tense, and it goes back a very long way in linguistic history. The explanation
for exactly why we have to say “have seen” rather than “had saw” is mostly
convention: it is an arbitrary system that comes, as we have seen, from the
interaction of several rules: for modals in the subjunctive, for past tense in
strong verbs, and for using the past participle and a form of “have” when
making the perfect tense. If you feel confused right now, you are right to,
because traditional grammar only takes us so far. But let us look on the bright
side: because English has this system of auxiliary or helping verbs, we can
communicate very subtle information about how, when, and by whom actions
were performed. This subtlety is then further extended by the really irregular
verbs that we’re going to discuss in the next lecture, the ones, like “is,” that
allow us to build up pretty much all of logic and reasoning, but which also,
particularly in the case of “do,” enable some of the most seemingly irrational
parts of English.
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1. Why does a policy of never splitting infinitives go against the natural gram-
matical tendencies of English?

2. When is it okay to have a dangling participle?

Jespersen, Otto. Essentials of English Grammar: Otto Jespersen Collected
English Writings. Chapters 30–33. New York: Routledge, 2006.
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Gan (“to go”)

Indicative Mood

Present Past

First Person Singular (I) gà èode
Second Person Singular (you) gåst èodest
Third Person Singular (he, she, it) gå∂ èode
Plurals (all three persons) gà∂ èodon

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Otto Jespersen’s Essentials
of English Grammar: Otto Jespersen Collected English Writings,
chapter 11.

Lecture 9:
The Verb System III:
Truly Irregular Verbs

55

e have made a distinction between regular verbs, which
use the dental preterite “ed” to make a past tense, and
strong verbs, which change a vowel in the verb stem (like
“ring,” “rang,” “rung”). We have also talked about verbals
like modals, infinitives, participles, and gerunds. Now we
get to the truly irregular verbs in English, the ones that fit nei-
ther the regular verb nor the strong verb patterns. The most

important truly irregular verbs in English are “go,” “be,” “will,”
and “do.” Of these, “go” is actually the easiest, so we will deal with it first.

I go We go

You go You go

He goes She goes It goes

I went We went

You went You went

He went She went It went

You see that the only real problem with “go” is that the past tense is nothing
at all like the present tense. It is not even obvious how “went” is related to
“go.” In fact, it isn’t. “Go” and “went” are an arbitrary pairing, one verb
pressed into service as the past tense of an unrelated verb. Following the
Drout Way, we go back to history to explain this seeming irrationality. The
word for “to go” in Old English is “gàn,” and the entire paradigm for “gàn” in
Old English is as follows:

Subjunctive Mood

Present Past

All Singulars gà èode
All Plurals gàn èoden
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So you see that past and present of “go” were different even in the Old
English period. And just as with “go” and “went,” those Old English past tense
forms, “èode,” “èodest,” “èode,” and “èodon” have nothing to do with the “gà”
words. For some reason (historians of the language disagree as to why), Old
English used one word for its present tense and one for its past tense. Notice
also that the “èode” words all have a “d” in them, and they are all in the past
tense. The “d” and the past tense are evidence that we have here again the
past tense marker for regular verbs, the dental preterite, but “gàn” is an irregu-
lar verb. This makes “go” the only suppletive verb in English. A suppletive is
when one word gets its inflected form from a totally different, unrelated word
(we see this also in the adjectives “good, better, best” instead of “good, good-
er, goodest,” which would be more logical).

When you move ahead in time from Anglo-Saxon to Middle English, you
see past tenses of “go” (“èode,” for example) slowly evolve into forms like
“yode” or “yede.” This was close to the more normal word “wend,” meaning
also “to go,” though usually with the implication of a curving, turning path
(“the wending way”). So at some point in the Middle English period, the
preterite of “wend,” which is “went” jumped into the “eode” spot (which,
remember, had evolved to “yode” or “yede”). That gives us our Modern
English mess, where again two totally unrelated words are squished togeth-
er to form one irregular verb. So in some way “go” and “went” are doubly
irregular, not only in their Modern English incarnation, but in the switching
over from yet a different irregular arrangement in Anglo-Saxon. The Drout
Way: if something seems irrational, it is probably historical, so find out the
story behind it and see if it makes more sense.

Our next irregular verb is perhaps the most common verb used in English,
the verb “to be.”

I am We are

You are You are

He is She is It is

I was We were

You were You were

He was, she was It was

Talk about bizarre (though, of course, for native speakers this is no chal-
lenge at all). We have the standard past/present distinction, but with a totally
different word, and we also make a number distinction in the first person,
which we do not do with other verbs. The following was the complete para-
digm in Old English:
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Imperative Mood

Present Only

Second Person Singular (you) gà
Second Person Plural (y’all) gà∂

Inflected infinitive: tò gànne
Present participle: gànde
Past participle: gàn
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Subjunctive Mood

Present Present Past

Singulars (all three persons) sìe bèo wåre
Plurals (all three persons) sìen bèon wåren

Indicative Mood

Present Present Past

First Person Singular (I) eom bèo wæs
Second Person Singular (you) eart bist wåre
Third Person Singular (he, she, it) is bi∂ wæs

sind, sint,
Plurals (all three persons) sindon bèo∂ wåron

This is not really any simpler than the Modern English forms. You will note
that the whole Old English present plural system, “sind,” “sint,” “sindon,” has
disappeared without a trace from Modern English. Also notice the “wære”
forms in the past subjunctive, which we have already noted are the source of
Modern English’s use of “If I were you” rather than “If I was you.” The history
behind these irregular verbs is more complicated than that behind “go,” and
for reasons of time we will be skipping over the details. But again we can feel
grateful that we are not learning Spanish, where there are 105 different forms
of “to be,” the technical term for which is a copula, which means a “coupling”
or a “linking” word. On the other hand, if we were learning Chinese, we would
only have to learn one copula (there are, however, a few other difficulties for
native English speakers wanting to learn Chinese).

In traditional grammars “am,” “is,” “are,” “was,” and “were” are called “linking
verbs” (and “linking verb” is basically the same as “copula”). In English, the
“to be” forms really act as a kind of equals sign, saying that one thing is the
same as another thing. This is in fact one of the single most important things
that a language does, as some kind of copula, some form of “to be” or “is,”
allows us to build up enormously complex logical statements that we other-
wise would find very difficult to do. So we can say “The red panda is a bleep-
ing raccoon” and make one noun equal a different noun or even a different
phrase. You could say that lying is fundamentally enabled by the use of the
verb “to be” (if you want to be negative), but so are a lot of the creative
processes that humans use. When we say two different things are equal,
“The red panda is a lazy creature,” we learn about both sides of the equation,
and we rearrange the logical world. We can go further:

The red panda is a lazy creature.

A lazy creature is an animal that conserves energy for when it is needed.
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Imperative Mood

Present Only

Second Person Singular (you) bèo or wes
Second Person Plural (y’all) bèo∂ or wesa∂
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A red panda is an animal that conserves energy for when it is needed.

That is a syllogism, the foundation of all logic, and we built it with a copula, a
form of the verb “to be.” (I discuss syllogisms in much greater detail in A Way
with Words I).

But let us go back to grammar and the verb system. Old English had a
whole set of “be” words that we no longer used as mere copulas (that work
has been reserved for the “am,” “is,” “was,” and “were” group of words).
Modern English took the “be” forms, modified another verb, “willan,” and
created the future tense system.

“Willan” in Anglo-Saxon is one of those things that drives my students crazy.
It looks like “will,” and students always translate it as “will,” and then they
cannot figure out why they cannot get the sentence they are translating to
make sense, because in Old English, “willan” means “to wish” or “to desire,”
not “will,” the indicator of the future tense. Remember that Old English did not
have a future tense and made do with the subjunctive and with modals like
“could” or “would.” Modern English created a future tense by stealing “willan”
away from being a normal verb and turning it into a marker of the future
tense. Take “will” and stick it in front of a regular verb, and you get the future:

I will wake up the red panda. We will wake up the red panda.

You will wake up the red panda. You will wake up the red panda.

He will wake up the red panda. She will wake up the red panda.

The red panda will wake up some day.

The red panda will enjoy a snack.

But remember those “be” forms that used to be used in Old English but now
are not regular copulas? Modern English makes use of them by drafting them
into the future tense, with “will” to create linking verbs in the future:

The red panda will be asleep.

The red panda will be hungry when it wakes up.

You can thus say things will be equal to each other but in the future, giving
us great analytical and logical flexibility in English, but making it all pretty
complicated, with the need for us to grab verbs from two different systems.

We do something similar with the word “had,” though in a way “had” is differ-
ent because it is also just the regular past-tense of a verb, “to have.” So you
can be straightforward and say:

I have a stuffed red panda.

The red panda has smooth fur.

The red panda had a nice day.

“Have” is an irregular verb (“have,” “has,” “had”), but there is still nothing par-
ticularly difficult about it by itself. But through a historical accident, we also
use “had” similarly to the way we use “will” or “be”: to indicate grammatical
relationships rather than just to show ownership or possession of something
(real ownership rather than mere grammatical ownership). We can put “had”
in front of a verb to indicate that what has happened is not just the simple
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past, but the past perfect, something that did not just happen in the past, but
happened in the past and is now over.

Christie had seen the red panda eating.

Once done! Whiz, bang! It’s over. The other side of perfect, is, surprise!
Imperfect, and imperfect actions are those actions that are not completed but
are ongoing:

The red panda was sleeping when Christie and I saw it.

The red panda used to open one eye from time to time when it
was younger.

There is a lot more that can be done with perfects, imperfects, and, my
favorite, the pluperfect (really, really completely perfect), but I think you have
enough material here to understand the basic idea about how a helping verb
like “have” can be used by English to indicate additional pieces of information
about the verb.

Do

When I was in graduate school, I worked in a literacy center in Rogers Park,
Chicago. Most of our students were new immigrants to America and were lit-
erate in their native languages but wanted to be better at reading and writing
English (most of them were pretty good speakers). Based on that experience,
I would say that nothing in English is as difficult for nonnative speakers to
master as the word “do.” The problem is similar to the problems we have with
“have”: “do” can be an irregular, but basically normal, verb:

The red panda just lies there and does nothing.

The red panda will do nothing in the next hour.

The red panda did nothing the entire time we watched it.

So far, so good. But then we have other uses of “do”:

Do red pandas really just lie there?

You do think that thing is just a bleeping raccoon, don’t you?

I do think that red pandas are lazy.

The red panda does not eat bamboo, but the giant panda does.

In these sentences, “do” is not the verb “to do,” but something else, some-
thing confusing, something strange . . . Do is a dummy. Yes, that’s a techni-
cal term from linguistics. “Do” operates for a variety of reasons in sentences
to perform grammatical work that cannot be done by ordinary verbs. So, for
example, when we want to make a statement into a question, we generally
need to move the verb in a process called inversion (we will talk more about
these kinds of transformations in lecture 11). Take the sentence:

The red panda will wake up soon.

Note that “will” is an auxiliary verb marking the future tense for the ordinary,
main verb “wake.”

To make a question, we move that auxiliary verb to the front of the sentence:

Will the red panda wake up soon?
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So far, no problems. But what if we don’t have an auxiliary like “will”?

The red panda eats bamboo.

Eats the red panda bamboo?

We cannot put “eats” at the beginning of the sentence (because we need to
start a sentence with a noun phrase—we will go over this in the next two lec-
tures), but we need a verb there. So English puts “do” into that slot:

Does the red panda eat bamboo?

The “do” can be used to indicate tense (“Did the red panda eat bamboo?”)
even as it enables the question transformation. There is much more to say
about the verb system, but in the interest of time and space I want to stop
with the irregulars here and quickly cover one other aspect of the verb sys-
tem that is very important for traditional grammar.

Active and Passive

We have now reached the dreaded distinction between active and passive
voice. I say “dreaded,” because some of my students have seemingly been
traumatized by teachers who have cracked down on their use of passive
voice to the point where they are paranoid about it. Passive voice is one of
those things like starting sentences with a conjunction (which you really can
do) that is often beaten out of us in high school and even in college. In fact,
fear of the passive voice is so widespread that the default grammar checker
on Microsoft Word marks passive voice sentences with green squiggly lines.
But we should not fear the passive voice; we should use it responsibly. So to
begin, we need to know the difference between active and passive and why
people care.

Active:

The red panda knocked over the water dish.

Christie called the red panda a bleeping raccoon.

When we recast these sentences in passive voice, the subject, the “doer” for
the sentence, gets deleted:

The water dish was knocked over.

The red panda was called a bleeping raccoon.

The object (what receives the action) gets moved to the front of the sen-
tence, becomes the subject, and then the verb is given a “helping” (technical-
ly an auxiliary) verb, in this case “was” (which is not necessary for letting us
know what the tense of the verb is, because “knocked” and “called” are obvi-
ously in the past tense). Why do we care? Passive voice is usually consid-
ered to be poor writing and poor rhetoric because it tricks you into leaving out
information. Who knocked over the water dish? Who called the panda a
bleeping raccoon? We don’t know! This is seen, often quite rightly, as a flaw
because passive voice leads to confusion.

We can “fix” the problem of the passive voice sentence not providing all the
information we might want by adding a prepositional phrase at the end:

The water dish was knocked over by the red panda.

The red panda was called a bleeping raccoon by Christie.
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But then we have just used a lot more words to say the same thing we
would have said with the active voice sentence. So the two reasons why
teachers do not like passive voice are 1) it leaves out information if you don’t
have an attributive prepositional phrase like “by the red panda” and 2) if you
do include the attributive phrase, the sentence uses more words to say the
same thing as an active voice sentence.

So why do we even have passive voice, anyway? If you want to leave out
information, the passive voice is your friend. “Mistakes were made,” you say,
when challenged about the collapse of the multibillion dollar corporation you
were running. Why not say, “I made mistakes”? Well, it makes you a lawsuit
target (you’ve just “admitted” to making mistakes), whereas if you just say
“mistakes were made” you end up looking as if you have admitted something
without giving the newspapers a nice quote of “I destroyed the livelihoods of
several thousand people due to my greed and stupidity.” “Lives were lost,”
rather than “Due to the incredible incompetence of the people I hired and
supervised, no one inspected the bridge.”

Those are mendacious reasons for using passive voice and leaving out
information. You also might want to use passive voice when who performed
the action is not relevant to what you are talking about, which is why scien-
tists traditionally have used passive voice. Rather than saying “Several
underpaid graduate students used a flow cytometer to confirm the experimen-
tal results,” you put the focus on the experiment itself: “A flow cytometer was
used to confirm the experimental results.” Interestingly, at least some scientif-
ic outlets are moving away from passive voice, not because they want to
focus on who performed the experiments, but because they believe that
active voice is less likely to be misunderstood and more likely to be an enjoy-
able read—even in scientific journals.

We are now finally done with the verb system. I have left out a lot of sub-
tleties and maybe even some bigger ideas, but part of the Drout Way of
Grammar is to make it interesting enough that you actually want to learn
more on your own, and I hope I’ve shown you in these past three lectures
that there is an awful lot to learn about the verb system. Now we will move on
to putting sentences together.
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1. Why do nonnative English speakers have such difficulty mastering the use
of the word “do”?

2. What are the reasons for and against use of the passive voice?

Jespersen, Otto. Essentials of English Grammar: Otto Jespersen Collected
English Writings. Chapter 11. New York: Routledge, 2006.
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The Suggested Readings for this lecture are Michael D.C. Drout’s King
Alfred’s Grammar Book, chapter 5 and Otto Jespersen’s Essentials of
English Grammar: Otto Jespersen Collected English Writings,
chapters 6 and 7.

Lecture 10:
Subjects and Predicates and Objects, Oh, My!

63

ow it is time for us to start putting words together rather
than looking at them in isolation. But I will note that it was
really important to learn as much as we could about the
words themselves. Grammar is a system, and you have
to understand how all the parts work in order to get the big
picture. In these next two lectures we are going to do some-
thing that also represents the Drout Way of navigating two

extremes, in this case between complete old-school grammar
and the much newer transformational generative grammar that linguists have
developed. Part of the Drout Way of Grammar is also to assume that it is bet-
ter to explain the reasons behind phenomena rather than just memorizing
rules of thumb, but that the rules are important also. The tricky part of these
two lectures is making them work without the blackboard, but I have put dia-
grams into this course book.

A Really Brief History of the Study of Grammar

The study of grammar goes all the way back to the grammarians in India
who studied Sanskrit texts, and then it includes a long line of Greek and Latin
grammarians. But we think of the modern study of language really beginning
in the eighteenth century. Then, William Jones reported back to England that
Sanskrit had essential connections with Latin, Greek, and Celtic languages.
The Danish linguist Rasmus Rask started developing scientific philology and
then, in the nineteenth century, Jakob and Wilhelm Grimm (known for their
fairy-tale collection) founded comparative philology, the true scientific study of
language. The success of the Grimms and others caused a shift from the
study of grammar of living languages to the study of language history, but
people never really stopped analyzing the languages that they were using. In
the twentieth century there were various attempts to come up with theories of
how modern, living languages work, and each of these theories had varying
degrees of success. Then, in 1957, Noam Chomsky published Syntactic
Structures, and that changed everything. Chomsky showed how all kinds of
seemingly complicated grammatical phenomena could be explained very sim-
ply, with a mathematical elegance. Chomsky’s work completely revolutionized
linguistics, replacing old-school grammar with Transformational Generative
Grammar. Unfortunately, the promise of much of Chomsky’s theory has
remained unrealized. Chomsky thought that it would be possible to find a
Universal Grammar, so that, for example, instead of translating from English
into Japanese and then from Japanese into Spanish and then from Spanish
into Dutch, you could translate your sentence into Universal Grammar, and
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then from the Universal Grammar, translate into any other language. Fifty
years later, Universal Grammar has not been realized for translation, but
many other linguistics have built upon Chomsky’s original brilliant insights.

In any event, although transformational generative grammar changed lin-
guistics forever, it did not really filter down into textbooks. In fact, it still has
not made it into elementary school and high school textbooks or introductory
guides for college writing. A few students encounter real linguistics, my
loaded term for transformational generative grammar, in upper-level under-
graduate classes. But, sadly, only some graduate students in English really
take a course in post-Chomsky grammar. There are a variety of reasons for
this, including the fact that transformational generative grammar has a bad
reputation for being technical and difficult (sometimes that reputation is
deserved) and it has usually been seen as easier just to teach the old-school
stuff. The Drout Way of Grammar recognizes both of those facts but also
acknowledges that transformational generative grammar explains a lot about
how English works and, going with the Drout Way, if we understand how
English works and do not only memorize rules (although there is nothing
wrong with memorizing rules) we will end up understanding the rules and will
be better at applying them ourselves when we need to.

Building Up Sentences

Traditionally, a sentence is said to have a subject and a predicate. A subject
performs the action of the sentence, and the predicate is the action and
everything that comes after it. So, look at this sentence:

Christie called the red panda a bleeping raccoon.

“Christie” is the subject and “called the red panda a bleeping raccoon” is
the predicate.

This is the old-school way. The rule to find the subject is to take the verb out
of the sentence and then ask “who?” or “what?” in regard to that verb. This
procedure works for both active and passive sentences, but it is fairly compli-
cated because it requires analysis of content as well as grammar. After we
have found the predicate, we then would put the verb back in and determine
what the subject was doing. So, for example, when we use a form of the verb
“to be” (a copula) we have a subject and then, after that verb, a predicate
nominative. “Nominative” is just a Latin term for a word that is a name. So
look at this sentence:

A red panda is a small animal.

The subject is “a red panda” and the predicate is “is a small animal,” and
“a small animal” is the predicate nominative because “a small animal”
renames the subject. The predicate nominative is also sometimes called a
subject complement.

You can also have a predicate adjective, when the thing on the other side of
the “is” is an adjective rather than a noun. Remember that the “is” is working
a little like an equals sign.

The red panda is small.

The subject is “the red panda,” the predicate is “is small,” and “small” is a
predicate adjective. A predicate adjective is special because, although it is on
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the other side of the equal sign (the “is”) from the noun, it is still an adjective:
we are saying that an adjective is equal to a noun.

But the problem with old-school grammar is that it is great at naming things,
but not so great at explaining why they are the way they are. But here, gener-
ative grammar really shines, as we will see when we explain subjects and
predicates in generative grammar terms. Generative grammar says that every
sentence is made up of a noun phrase plus a verb phrase. The tradition in
generative grammar is to call these NPs and VPs and in fact to try to abbrevi-
ate everything as much as possible so that you can make
your linguistics look like math. I have some
sympathy for this approach, but I also can see
how it is off-putting to some students. So we are
not going to go the abbreviation route. But if you go
on, like I hope you do, to learn more about gen-
erative grammar, you will be prepared to see
S = NP + VP rather than sentence equals
noun phrase plus verb phrase.

So how is “sentence equals noun phrase plus
verb phrase” different from “sentence equals
subject plus predicate”? First of all, it is not that
different, and that is a good thing. The whole
subject/predicate distinction was based off of
deep thinking and observation by grammarians, and it would be weird to the
extreme if it turned out to be completely wrong. At this level, old-school gram-
mar and generative grammar are the same thing.

Old school grammar says that a predicate is a verb plus a bunch of other
stuff. Not helpful. Generative grammar says a sentence is a noun phrase plus
a verb phrase, and then it defines those things in more detail, and not just in
terms of “the subject is the doer of the action, and the predicate is the action
plus the receiver of the action.”

Let us start with a noun phrase. Generative grammar gives us a very clear
definition of a noun phrase, which includes at minimum a noun, and often a
determiner, but sometimes there can be a pro-
noun, which will never have a determiner. Here
we have one new piece of jargon: determiner.
Think back to when we talked about demonstra-
tives, words that pointed to things, like this, that,
these, and those. Determiners include the
demonstratives, but even more frequently they
are the articles, “the” and “a” as well as “some.”
A determiner gives us some basic information
about the noun phrase to which it is attached.

The red panda looks like a raccoon.

That red panda is cute.

This red panda is lazy.

Some red pandas are mean.
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Diagram 10.1

Tree diagram of a simple sentence.

det N
determiner Noun

Diagram 10.2

Tree diagram of noun phrases and
verb phrases.

Noun Phrase
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auxiliary Noun
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V
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You do not always need a determiner, either:

Red pandas are nice.

And you cannot use a determiner with a pronoun:

The he is nice. (Does not work.)

So now we have a couple of rules, which, you will note, are nested within
each other. A sentence equals at least a noun phrase and a verb phrase, and
a noun phrase equals a noun plus a determiner.

What about that verb phrase? Here, as you
might expect from the fact that we had to spend
three lectures on the verb system and even
then did not fit everything possible in, it gets a
little more complex. A verb phrase equals at
the very least a verb and, optionally, an auxil-
iary (like “might” or “will”) and another noun
phrase. This is a key point. A verb phrase con-
tains a noun phrase.

S = NP + VP

NP = Det + Noun, or Pronoun by itself

VP = Aux + Verb + NP

These are called phrase structure rules and
there are not that terribly many of them for
English. But out of them you can build up many of the basic, declarative sen-
tences of English (phrase structure rules usually do not generate questions,
passives, etc., but we will explain those in the next lecture). Note that under
our phrase structure rules, we have a first noun phrase in a sentence, on the
left-hand side of the verb, and then we have a second noun phrase in the
sentence, on the right-hand side of the verb. The first noun phrase operates
as the subject of the sentence, and the second noun phrase, the one inside
the verb phrase and attached to the verb, is the direct object of the sentence.

This is exactly why the transformational generative approach is meaningful
for us: because the difference between the noun phrase that comes before the
verb phrase and the noun phrase that comes inside the verb phrase is the dif-
ference between the subject and the direct object. Direct objects (and later,
indirect objects) are the bane of seventh-grade grammar courses because,
although the difference between a subject and a direct object is very important
grammatically, English does not do a particularly good job of indicating these
functions in nouns. Even in the Old English period, there was no inflected end-
ing on subjects, and there was, in many, but not all, cases, no inflected ending
on direct objects, so the only way to determine whether or not something was
a subject or an object was to note its position in the sentence: the word’s mor-
phology, its form, often did not give you the necessary information.

Consider the following sentence:

Christie petted the red panda.

In old-school grammar, “Christie” is the subject, and “the red panda” is the
direct object. Now if we apply the phrase structure rules we’ve learned, we

Diagram 10.3

Formal Phrase Structure Rules

NPS

NP

VP

VP

D

Pron

NPAux

N

V
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get a slightly different angle.
“Christie” is the noun phrase.
The verb phrase is the verb,
“petted,” followed by another
noun phrase, “the red
panda.” We can further
divide that noun phrase into
the determiner, “the,” and the
noun “red panda” (you can
also take “red” as an adjec-
tive describing panda; for
our purposes right now this
does not matter).

We then break that noun
phrase into three pieces:
determiner (the), adjective
(red), and noun (panda). This
is how we can expand our
approach to account for more and more sentence features. As we go deeper,
for example, we can
add prepositional
phrases to the noun
phrases, so that we
get the following:

Christie petted
the red panda
with the bad
attitude.

The direct object is
the noun phrase
within the verb
phrase. Within that
noun phrase, we
have a prepositional
phrase (“with the
bad attitude”). That
prepositional phrase
has its own phrase
structure rules,
which say that a
prepositional phrase
is a preposition plus
a noun phrase.

So we get for the
verb phrase: verb
(“petted”) noun
phrase (“the red
panda with the bad

Diagram 10.4

Tree diagram of a simple sentence with a direct object.

Diagram 10.5

Tree diagram of a more complex sentence that includes a preposi-
tional phrase.

VP

VP

NP

S

the red panda
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N
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attitude”). Within that noun phrase we have a basic noun phrase (“the red
panda”) and a prepositional phrase (“with the bad attitude”). We can then
easily find the object of the preposition: it is the noun inside the preposition-
al phrase, in this case “attitude” (likewise, the noun phrase inside the verb
phrase is the object of the sentence). You can see that we can put noun
phrases inside noun phrases inside noun phrases. And within these differ-
ent nested units (all of which follow the phrase structure rules) we can slot
in the different parts of speech we need to make our sentences more
complex and interesting.

Let us see if this approach helps us explain another problem from old-
school grammar. The indirect object always drives my stu-
dents crazy. If we have two objects in a sentence, we say
that one is the primary receiver of the action
and the other is the secondary receiver of
the action. The problem with this approach is
that we have to apply nongrammatical knowl-
edge to our understanding of the sentence,
which means, in
practical terms, that
we often have to
think way too much
about it. Take the
following sentence:

Christie carried
the red panda to
the zookeeper.

“Christie” is obvi-
ously the subject.
But who is the
receiver of the
action? The
zookeeper is the
receiver of the
panda, but the
zookeeper himself
receives the actions
secondarily: the
panda receives the
action of carrying.
This is confusing, to
say the least. You
can try to fix it by
saying that “zoo-
keeper” is the object
of the preposition
“to.” But what about the following sentence?

Christie gave me stuffed red pandas.

There is no preposition to have an object and we have to do some content

Diagram 10.6

Tree diagram of a sentence with both direct and indirect objects.

VP

the thered panda toChristie carried zookeeper
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NP PP
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analysis to figure out
which is the direct
object and which is
the indirect object.
But if we use the
generative grammar
phrase structure
rules, the problem is
somewhat simplified.
It turns out that there
are only two ways
for indirect objects to
occur in a sentence.
Either an indirect
object is the object
of the preposition,
which means that it
is the noun in the
noun phrase inside
of the prepositional
phrase, or, when
there is not a prepo-
sitional phrase in the
verb phrase, the
indirect object is
usually the one clos-
est to the verb. The idea is pretty straightforward: instead of analyzing the
content of the sentence, we can carry out our analysis completely grammati-
cally by simply looking at what particular slots in the sentence we have
placed different words.

So how does this apply to improving your grammar? Well, remember that
the Drout Way of Grammar is that it is just as important to understand why
the rules are what they are as it is to follow them. And the subject/object dis-
tinction is very important for some of the areas that most worry people about
their own grammar: their use of subject and object pronouns. This is so
important because English makes a whole bunch of distinctions based on
whether or not something is a subject or an object. For example, we say “He
will give the book to him,” not “Him will give the book to he.” Now, native
speakers will almost never get the he/him distinction wrong, but they do mess
up “who” and “whom” all the time, even though underlying “who” and “whom”
is the exact same subject/object rule. “Who” is always a subject; “whom” is
always an object. “Who” goes in the subject position, “whom” in the object
position. And now that we have our phrase-structure rules, we can see why
this works: “who” is only allowed in the first noun phrase in the sentence.
“Whom” goes into the noun phrases that come after the verb. Unfortunately,
a transformation called “wh-movement” messes up our trees, which is why
we often confuse “who” and “whom” when under the mental pressure of com-
posing sentences. But there is also a quick and dirty solution: Just mentally
substitute the familiar he/him (if you want you can substitute she/her). And

Diagram 10.7

Tree diagram of a sentence with direct and indirect objects, but no
prepositional phrase.
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see which sounds right: “Who is coming over to dinner?” ==> “He is coming
to dinner” versus “Whom is coming to dinner?” ==> “Him is coming to dinner.”

Applying this rule gets slightly trickier when we are dealing with the object
position, because the transformation that we apply to make questions makes
things look confusing: “To who did you give the book?” Because we’ve
moved the pronoun to the front of the sentence, where the subject usually
goes, it seems almost as if “who” is okay. But let us do our substitution: “To
he did you give the book?” That feels wrong. Switch things around a little
now, “Did you give the book to he?” No good there, either. “Did you give the
book to him?” That works. “Did you give the book to whom?” “To whom did
you give the book?” That he/him substitution always works, though some-
times you have to think about it more.

Many, many people are sure that they get who/whom wrong, but they don’t
care that much, because they can generally avoid having to use “whom” and
few people care if you are wrong. But the next problem in subject/object rela-
tionships is far, far more anxiety-generating. I am referring to the dreaded
“me” problem, which is created by well-meaning mothers across America who
have pushed a little-understood grammatical rule to the point where people
are actually terrified of using the word “me” as part of a compound object.

Pronouns are one of the more difficult things for children to learn because
they are relational: I can remember some very frustrating conversations with
my daughter that went something like this: “Do you want to go play?” “Yes.
You want to go play.” “No, do you want to go play? I want you to tell me.”
“Yes. You go play.” And so forth. The power of pronouns is that “I” and “you”
switch depending on who is speaking. This takes a while to learn.

It gets even harder when you have plural subjects or objects, and this is
where the “me / I” problem comes in. Kids say “Me and Sam are going to the
store.” Mom says “Sam and I,” giving two separate corrections (switching the
order of subjects [this is supposedly to be polite] and changing the object
case pronoun to the subject). The double correction is hard to deal with, and
kids often do not understand why they are being corrected, so they either
adopt the correction for all plural subjects and objects or find a way around it
entirely. So you might hear, “The teacher gave the homework to Sam and I,”
which is incorrect, since you can’t give something to “I”—“I” is subject case;
“me” is correct. It gets even more tangled because African-American English
(also called Black English Vernacular) has a different set of grammatical rules
governing the use of “me,” so you get all the cultural complexities associated
with crossing various boundaries.

Interestingly enough, this mess gets solved by athletes and those who
coach them on public speaking by eliminating the use of the word “me.”
Listen to an athlete—of any race—being interviewed and you’ll find that a lot
of them never use “me” exactly because they do not want to get tangled up in
the whole question. So they say something like “Curt Schilling and myself
combined to pitch a shut-out” or “Mariano Rivera threw gopher-balls to David
Ortiz and myself.” “Myself” is not technically correct, but because it is a reflex-
ive pronoun, it does not change from subject to object, so there is no way to
get it wrong the way that you might get “I” versus “me” wrong. By the way,
the simple solution to this problem is to take half a second and break that
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compound subject or object into two pieces: “Manny Ramirez and X hit home
runs . . .” “. . . I hit home runs.” Curt Schilling threw strike-out pitches to
Derek Jeter and X . . .” Curt Schilling threw strike-out pitches to me.”

The generative grammar approach also lets us deal with the dreaded, at
least dreaded by seventh graders, problems of transitive versus intransitive.
A transitive verb has to have a direct object. That a transitive verb transmits
something to that object might be a good way to remember it. But an intransi-
tive verb does not have a direct object.

Here’s a transitive sentence:

Christie tickled the red panda.

We have a noun phrase in “Christie” and a second noun phrase in “the
red panda.”

But what about this sentence?

The red panda laughed.

We have a first noun phrase, “the red panda,” but the verb phrase does not
have a noun phrase in it. Why? Because “laughed” is an intransitive verb,
and so verb phrases made with intransitive verbs can exist without a noun
phrase inside the verb phrase.

The larger problem comes when we get verbs that seem to be both transi-
tive and intransitive:

The red panda ate.

It seems pretty intransitive, as there is no noun phrase inside the verb
phrase. But look at this sentence:

The red panda ate grubs.

This is more of a prob-
lem, and unfortunately
there is not an easy
solution. It turns out that
some verbs can be both
transitive and intransi-
tive. Even worse, there
are some verbs that
require not only a direct
object, but also addi-
tional noun phras-
es. “Put” is one of
these very com-
mon verbs. You
cannot just say
the following:

Put the
red panda.

You need to say something like this:

Christie put the red panda in the cage.
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Unfortunately, generative grammarians have not come up with a really sim-
ple, neat, and elegant way of dealing with these verbs except by saying that
instead of classifying verbs as transitive and intransitive, we can group them
as requiring only one noun phrase (those that just have a subject and noth-
ing else, like “laughed” in “The red panda laughed”); those that require two
noun phrases, like “tickled” in “Christie tickled the red panda,” and finally
those that require three noun phrases, like “put” in “Christie put the red
panda in the cage.”

This does not completely solve the problem, because we still need to know
which verbs require objects and which do not, and unfortunately, only famil-
iarity with the language will help us here. When I was teaching in the literacy
center, this was one of the real stumbling blocks for one of my students who
had Japanese as her original language. She did not mind transitive verbs,
and she did not mind intransitive verbs, but she just wanted there to be some
kind of logic for choosing between them. Unfortunately, the grammatical logic
is not simple or straightforward, but through generative grammar, we can at
least understand, a little better, what is going on in the sentences.

We have now gotten started with transformational generative grammar and
seen how it need not replace old-school grammar. It can, however, help us
explain why we do what we do. Now we are going to move on to the really
good stuff, the transformations in grammar that convert simple, declarative
sentences into more complicated forms.
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1. What is the function of the predicate adjective?

2. Why is the use of subject and object pronouns so important?

Drout, Michael D.C. King Alfred’s Grammar Book. Chapter 5. Available at
http://acunix.wheatonma.edu/mdrout/GrammarBook2007/title.html

Jespersen, Otto. Essentials of English Grammar: Otto Jespersen Collected
English Writings. Chapters 6–7. New York: Routledge, 2006.

�
Questions

Suggested Reading

FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING
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The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Steven Pinker’s The
Language Instinct: How the Mind Creates Language, chapter 5, and
Jeanne H. Herndon’s A Survey of Modern Grammars, chapters 9 to 13.

Lecture 11:
Transformations
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ransformational generative grammar was an incredibly
hot topic in the sixties and seventies, and Noam
Chomsky was more famous for his linguistics than for his
political activism. Chomsky ended up being one of the
most quoted men of the twentieth century due to his fame
for inventing transformational generative grammar. But what
we have learned so far of modern grammar has been inter-

esting but perhaps not groundbreaking. We now have some
ideas about how generative grammar can provide better explanations than
old-school grammar, but it is not yet the sort of stuff that could make
Professor Chomsky an international celebrity. We have now reached that
material. In our last lecture, we talked about how generative grammar creates
sets of phrase structure rules, which are used to generate simple, declarative
sentences. Now we are ready for the more complicated constructions like
passive voice, questions, and other fun sentences. This is the transformation-
al part of transformational generative grammar.

Once we have figured out all of our phrase structure rules and nested them
properly together, we should be able to generate all the regular sentences of
English just by applying the rules. If you can embed a prepositional phrase
inside a noun phrase, and if all of your sentences are noun phrases plus verb
phrases, you then know how to handle prepositional phrases wherever they
show up. We can apply the same reasoning to noun phrases, verb phrases,
adjective phrases, and so forth. But the phrase structure rules we have do
not generate questions or passive-voice sentences. There are also some
other problems with relying solely upon the phrase structure rules. The first is
that we have an intuitive sense that the following sentences are really the
same thing:

Christie laughed at the red panda.

The red panda was laughed at by Christie.

Also, we feel like there is a deep similarity between these two sentences:

Christie called the red panda a bleeping raccoon.

Did Christie call the red panda a bleeping raccoon?

Our phrase structure rules do not explain these similarities very well
because the sentences seem to violate some of the phrase structure rules.
Chomsky proposed that the phrase structure rules underwent a series of
transformations that turned regular declarative sentences into more compli-
cated grammatical forms. These transformations turned out to be relatively
simple and mathematical, and they for the most part were convincing
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(although it turns out that the more people worked with them, the more weird
and unconvincing things were needed to make the sentences work). Let me
give you an outline of the Chomsky theory and then illustrate it to you.

First, we have our phrase structure rules, which tell us how we can assemble
words into sentences. The sentences we create through these rules are usual-
ly called the deep structure of the sentence (Chomsky later regretted using
this term, because people seize on the “deep” part and talked about things like
“deep meaning” when he really only meant it as a way of indicating a different
grammatical layer; more recent work calls this layer the “d-structure”). After
phrase structure rules are in place, we can apply transformational rules that
can move around and modify whole chunks of the sentence. Transformational
rules do four things: they can rearrange elements, add elements, delete ele-
ments, or combine elements. When we get the transformational rules in place,
we can take the sentences we have created from the phrase structure rules,
those declarative sentences, which are usually called kernel sentences, and
turn them into all the other possible types of sentences.

And just to forecast where we are going to go, after we apply the transfor-
mations, we run the sentence through some morphophonemic rules (“shape
and sound” rules). An example of a morphophonemic rule is the addition of a
dental preterite (“-ed”) to indicate the past tense of a regular verb. The deep
structure and the transformations do not tell you whether or not to say “took”
or “taked,” they just say “apply your past-tense morphophonemic rule here.”

Let us examine some sample transformations.

The red panda climbed the tree.

If we use our phrase structure rules, we get the noun phrase “the red panda”
and the verb phrase “climbed the tree.” Within the first noun phrase we have
the determiner “the” and the noun
phrase “red panda.” Within the
verb phrase we have the verb
“climb” and the noun phrase “the
tree,” which can also be broken
down into a determiner, “the,” and
a noun, “tree.”

We just have to do one more
thing to be ready to do transfor-
mations, and note that where we
have the verb, we actually have
two bits of information, the verb
itself, “climb,” and a tense marker,
the dental preterite, which we’re
going to call “-past.” And here we
have just a little tricky bit. In the
last lecture I said that we had
defined a verb phrase as an
optional auxiliary plus a verb, plus
a noun phrase. A verb phrase
definitely has to have a verb. It also usually has a noun phrase. And it can
have an auxiliary, and that auxiliary comes before the verb.

NP VP

S

Diagram 11.1

Tree diagram of a simple sentence
before transformation.

NP

Ndet

Ndet V

The the treered panda climbed
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One of the things that generative grammarians put into that auxiliary slot that
comes right before the verb is the tense marker. This seems weird, because
we are used to thinking of the tense marker as a dental preterite, and “-ed”
comes after the word. But putting the tense marker here in the deep structure
of the sentence actually makes sense: the auxiliary slot is the place where we
add more information about the verb to the verb phrase. For example, we
might put “will” there, which is a tense marker for the future tense. The tricky
thing is to argue that the past tense marker is an auxiliary, because after all,
it looks like it is part of the verb and it comes after the verb. So, humor me,
and accept that we can put the past-tense marker in that same slot, even
though that puts the marker before rather than after the verb. We now have a
sentence that reads as follows:

The red panda -past climb the tree.

Determiner noun auxiliary verb determiner noun.

But we know that English does not work this way at the surface. We do
not say “past!” and then give the verb. So we apply our first transformation,
which is so simple and so common that it is usually just called “the flip-flop
rule.” We simply switch the verb slot and the auxiliary slot, giving us our
regular sentence:

The red panda climb -past the tree.

Then we apply our morphophonemic rules, and note that when we apply
“-past” to the verb climb, we get “climb” with a dental preterite: “climbed.” If
the sentence had been “The red panda -past sing,” the flip-flop transformation
plus the morphophonetic rules would turn that into “The red panda sang.”
That transformation is so simple that it almost seems not worth doing, but it is
central to the more complicated transformations we are about to do.

Let us go back to that original sentence, before the flip-flop rule was applied:

Diagram 11.2

Diagram showing the past tense marker in the auxiliary slot.

det N Naux detV

The the treered panda climb-past

Diagram 11.3

Diagram of the “flip-flop rule.”

The the treered panda climb-past

The the treered panda climb -past
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The red panda -past climb the tree.

Now let’s see how we can generate a passive voice sentence that says the
same thing.

The tree was climbed by the red panda.

Think about what has happened here. The first noun phrase that we had,
“the red panda,” is transformed into a prepositional phrase at the end of the
sentence. We know how to turn a noun phrase into a prepositional phrase:
just stick a preposition in front of it. We also know how to put a noun phrase
at the end of a sentence: just move it there. So far, so good. But what else
has happened? We also moved the noun phrase that had been part of the
verb phrase, “the tree,” from coming after the verb to the beginning of the
sentence. So really we have flipped some noun phrases around. We have
also added the prepositions “was” and “by.”

Generative grammarians would say that the Passive Transformation Rule
requires the shifting of two noun phrases and the addition of three elements:
a form of the verb “to be,” a past-participle marker (which is usually abbrevi-
ated -en), and the word “by.” In this case it’s not obvious that we have
added a past participle, because the past participle of “climb” is the same as
the simple past tense of “climb”: they are both “climbed.” But other sen-
tences would show that we are changing the verb from a simple past into a
past participle: if we were talking about a singing red panda, we would trans-
form the following:

The red panda sang the song.

To:

The song was sung by the red panda.

Note that “sung” is the past participle of “sang.”

So we take our original sentence and apply the rule that switches the two
noun phrases with each other, pulling the one from the verb phrase out and
putting it in the first noun phrase slot. That gives us the following:

The tree -past climb the red panda.

Now we insert the verb “to be”:

The tree -past to be climb the red panda.

You’ll notice something weird here. “To be” has snuck into the slot right after
the auxiliary that was marking past tense. Now we have an open auxiliary slot
before “climb,” and that’s where we’re going to stick our participle marker. So
we get the following:

The tree -past “to be” -past participle climb the red panda.

We’re almost there. Let’s insert “by,” turning the concluding noun phrase into
a prepositional phrase and giving us the following:

The tree -past “to be” -past participle climb by the red panda.

Now we apply “the flip-flop rule” to the two auxiliaries and their associated
verbs. That gives us the following:

The tree “to be” -past climb -past participle by the red panda.
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It is at this point that the morphophonetic rules come into play. Those rules
say that if we apply the rule “past” to the verb “to be,” we get the word “was.”
They also say that if we apply the rule “past-participle” to “climb” we get
“climbed” (if we had been talking about the panda making a phone call, and
the verb was “ring,” we’d get “rung” out of the application of the past-participle
rule). So now we are where we want to be:

The tree was climbed by the red panda.

Now you are probably wondering why we need to do these transformations
at all. In the previous lecture we found that phrase structure rules and con-
ceptualizing sentences as noun phrases and verb phrases with a lot of nest-
ed rules was useful for more clearly explaining “who” versus “whom” or “me”
versus “I,” so that would be some evidence. But why not just stop there? We
could develop the phrase structure rules, make some nice tree diagrams, and
use that to help us with the most tangled bits of usage. Why go further?

I have some sympathy for this point of view, because unless you have had a
lot of training, it can be hard to read a book of transformational generative
grammar without getting bogged down in a thousand little rules. Also, the gen-
erative grammarians have not been good at making their works user-friendly.
One of my favorite grammar books, Jeffrey Kaplan’s English Grammar:
Principles and Facts, gives pages and pages of phrase structure rules and
tree diagrams, but he does not do very much with transformations at all. But
the Drout Way of Grammar is based upon giving you the reasons behind
things rather than saying “just do it” or “trust me.” So I am showing you how
the language seems actually to work.

Although transformations can seem too complex, the evidence that language
really works this way is relatively robust. The most important piece of evi-
dence is that we can take a basic declarative sentence and, with the applica-
tions of a few transformations and the morphophonemic rules, turn it into all
the kinds of sentences that we intuitively feel are related to the core sen-
tence. So you can make the sentence negative, or into a yes/no question
(“Did the red panda climb the tree?”), or a “wh-question” (“Which red panda
climbed the tree?”) or create emphasis (“The red panda did climb the tree”)
with only a few simple, relatively straightforward rules. If you delve into trans-
formational generative grammar in more detail and actually do the transfor-
mations for these kinds of sentences, you’ll see even more clearly how it all
hangs together. Transformations also explain how from a finite number of
words we can create an infinite number of sentences, and they give us a way
to approach the irritating “which versus that” question, which we are going to
address in the next lecture, when we talk about clauses and pauses.

A key group of transformations are called “nominalization transformations.”
These take a complete sentence and turn it into a noun phrase that can then
be inserted into another sentence. So, for example, look at the following:

The red panda was sleeping.

We can transform it from a complete sentence to a noun phrase by adding
“that” in front of it: “that the red panda was sleeping.”
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You can transform sentences into phrases:

The panda had red fur � The panda’s red fur

The panda became angry � The panda’s becoming angry

The panda bites � the biting panda

Likewise, you can transform sentences into relative clauses:

Christie was disappointed � who was disappointed

The panda slept late � that slept late

Or subordinate clauses:

The red panda yawned � after the red panda yawned

The visit to the zoo was over � when the visit to the zoo was over

Christie told the panda to wake up � because Christie told the panda to
wake up

If we see these transformations operating, we can understand how all these
similar sentences and pieces of sentences can be combined and linked
together and transformed into one another. In fact, we are using a pretty
simple set of rules to generate all the possible sentences, the infinite num-
ber of possible sentences in the English language. Think about what the
nominalization rule actually allows us to do: we can take any sentence, any
sentence, transform it from a sentence into a noun phrase, and then embed
it into the noun phrase slots in any other sentence. Sentences can be like
Russian matrioshki dolls, with multiple sentences nested within another. All
of this complexity is generated by simple rules that allow you to turn any
sentence into a noun phrase.

Transformational generative grammar is helpful for explaining how English
works. So how come you didn’t encounter it in seventh grade when you were
learning about grammar? After all, noun phrase plus verb phrase is not terri-
bly more complicated than subject and predicate. And it is certainly true that
the kinds of language trees that generative grammarians draw are better at
explaining language than the silly sentence diagramming I did in seventh and
eighth grade. So why are we still using nineteenth-century folk grammar
instead of scientific grammar? Even if you do not think it would work in sev-
enth grade, you might guess generative grammar would show up in a college
composition course as a way of explaining the complexities of English. And
yet it is almost nowhere to be found. The explanation is one word: Politics!

For a while it looked like generative grammar was going to take the English
department by storm. All of a sudden there was a scientific approach to lan-
guage that had the capability of explaining how language actually worked
rather than the way some French intellectuals wanted language to work in
order to make their theories work. Generative grammarians were even mak-
ing some inroads into understanding literature, particularly poetry. That is
where they went too far, because by trying to understand literature, the gen-
erative grammarians trespassed on the turf of far too many English profes-
sors who did not understand scientific grammar and would not have liked it if
they did. So the literary establishment did its very best to strangle the new
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field of linguistic stylistics in its crib. Attacks by famous critics Stanley Fish
and Barbara Herrnstein Smith circulated widely, and other English professors
followed the rhetoric rather than the arguments. But the linguists did not have
to take things lying down. They had discovered that they could get funding
from other places than the English department, so they did. Many depart-
ments of linguistics were set up, or linguistics became a branch of the psy-
chology department. Both sides, the English departments and the linguists,
were impoverished by this. The English departments now only had a few
remaining philologists who knew anything about the way language really
worked, and they were mostly in medieval studies and so could be comfort-
ably ignored. The linguists basically decided to leave literature alone and
instead study “natural language” and other phenomena, and that was plenty.

I understand why people did this, but I think it was a very bad thing, and
contrary to the Drout Way of Grammar. Both English departments and lin-
guistics departments (and psych departments) would be very much enriched
if we could work together again. I am trying to do that in some of my current
research, but it is very difficult because of how poisonous things became—
mostly toward the people doing stylistics, but also, in response, the other way
as well. Maybe the next generation coming up through Ph.D. programs, peo-
ple who are interested in neuroscience and linguistics and literature, will end
this apartheid between language and literature. And then maybe we can use
the deep and important knowledge developed by the transformational genera-
tive grammarians to help us with our practical grammar as well. Consider this
lecture your first step.
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1. What are the problems of relying solely on the phrase structure rules?

2. What does the nominalization rule allow us to do?

Herndon, Jeanne H. A Survey of Modern Grammars. 2nd ed. Chapters 9–13.
New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1970.

Pinker, Steven. The Language Instinct: How the Mind Creates Language.
Chapter 5. New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 2007.

�
Questions

Suggested Reading

FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING
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e have really built up quite a body of grammatical knowl-
edge by now, but even with all of this knowledge, we are
only now just about ready to talk about an aspect of
grammar that bedevils many people: punctuation. But we
are not quite ready yet, because in order for punctuation
rules to make sense, we have to do a little more work with
some of the parts of sentences that are larger than words but

smaller than whole sentences: phrases and clauses. Then we
need to talk about how to join whole sentences together and how to put one
sentence next to or inside of another sentence. When that all comes togeth-
er, we will have an understanding of why the rules for sentence organization
and punctuation are what they are.

While we were talking about sentences in the last few lectures, we discussed
phrases, but we never really defined them. The traditional, old-school defini-
tion of the phrase is a group of grammatically related words that does not
have a subject or a predicate and which operates as a single grammatical unit,
as if the phrase itself was a part of speech. Like a lot of old-school definitions
it explains things in terms of what they are not as well as in terms of what they
are, and that can be confusing. So we turn to generative grammar, where a
phrase is really just a subunit of the sentence (that fits with the old-school defi-
nition that a phrase does not have both a subject and a predicate; if it did, it
would be a sentence). So a phrase can be a noun phrase (a noun plus other
stuff) or a verb phrase (a verb plus other stuff), or an adjective phrase (a noun
phrase with an adjective in front), or a prepositional phrase (a noun phrase
with a preposition in front). The key point about phrases, and this is dealt with
by both old-school and generative grammar, is that they act like a single part
of speech rather than the way their individual words act. So, for example, look
at the the following adjective phrase:

a very small, reddish brown, black-nosed, perky-eared

You can treat that as if it were a single adjective describing “panda.”

We care about phrases because they are an essential part of our phrase
structure rules, which we have discussed in such detail in previous lectures.
Phrase structure rules are also relevant for a discussion of punctuation,
because when we are trying to put commas in sentences in the “right” places,
we want to use the boundaries of different types of phrases to tell us where
the commas belong. Likewise, we need to understand the boundaries of the
subunits of sentences that are larger than phrases and smaller than whole
sentences: clauses.

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Otto Jespersen’s Essentials
of English Grammar: Otto Jespersen Collected English Writings,
chapters 6 and 7.

Lecture 12:
Phrases and Clauses, Word Choices and Pauses
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The old-school definition of a clause is a group of related words that includes
both a subject and a predicate but, as it is written, is part of a larger sentence.
There are two kinds of clauses in old-school grammar, independent clauses
and dependent clauses. This is one of those sets of paired terms, like “transi-
tive” and “intransitive” that have been the bane of students for two hundred
years because it is easy to confuse the two terms. (If it were up to me, I would
probably call them “stand-alone clauses” and “dependent clauses”). This dis-
tinction between independent and dependent clauses is important for some of
the rules of punctuation, and also for the distinction between when we use
“which” and when we use “that” to introduce a relative clause.

An independent clause, as the name implies, could be, if it had to, a sen-
tence all on its own. An independent clause is also called the main clause of
a sentence. A dependent clause would not work as its own sentence. It
depends (hence the name) on the independent clause in the sentence. This
is easier to understand when we have some examples:

Although Christie was disappointed in the red panda’s appearance, she
thought it was a cute animal.

There are two clauses in this sentence, “Although Christie was disappointed
in the red panda’s appearance” and “she thought it was a cute animal.”
Which one is independent and which one is dependent? We try them out as
stand-alone sentences, and we quickly find that the one beginning with
“although” cannot stand on its own:

Although Christie was disappointed in the red panda’s appearance
[cannot stand alone]

she thought it was a cute animal
[can stand alone]

“She thought it was a cute animal” is a perfectly fine sentence on its own.

Let us try another:

When the red panda saw us, it turned over and started to snore.

When the red panda saw us
[cannot stand alone]

it turned over and started to snore.
[can stand alone]

You can see which clauses are dependent and which are independent by
using this test. Now let us take a more complicated example:

The red panda, which was sleeping on the branch, had a black nose.

Here we cannot just take whole clauses here; instead, we have to take the
sentence apart and then re-stitch the clauses together. The clause “which
was sleeping on the branch” obviously cannot stand on its own. But is it even
a clause? Does it have a subject and a predicate, or a noun phrase and a
verb phrase? Yes, it does. The noun phrase is just “which” (a relative pro-
noun) and the verb phrase is “was sleeping on the branch.” So it is a clause,
and it is also obvious that it cannot stand on its own because it starts with a
relative pronoun. In fact, this sentence has been “nominalized”; it has been
changed from a sentence into something that can go inside of a sentence.
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We talked briefly about this transformation in the previous lecture.

The independent clause for the sentence is then made up of the noun
phrase, the very beginning of the complex sentence, “the red panda,” and the
verb phrase at the end “had a black nose.” That clause is a stand-alone sen-
tence even though it is broken into a noun phrase and a verb phrase with an
entirely separate dependent clause stuffed into the middle. As you can see
by the fact that we easily described the construction with generative grammar
terms, generative grammar handles this kind of sentence very well. One of
the various “nominalization” transformations is applied to some kind of exist-
ing sentence, turning it from a stand-alone sentence into a dependent clause.
Then that dependent clause is embedded somewhere inside the tree diagram
of another stand-alone sentence.

By the way, these kinds of sentences, with other pseudo-sentences, or
dependent clauses, embedded in other sentences, are traditionally called
“complex” sentences, and we make a distinction between these complex sen-
tences and “compound” sentences that are just simple sentences joined
together by coordinating conjunctions like “and,” “but,” “or,” “for,” or “yet.” We
will be talking more about compound sentences in the next lecture and focus-
ing on complex sentences here, and this actually shows off another advan-
tage of generative grammar: it handles “complex” sentences really just as
easy as it handles “compound” sentences.

Of course all of this material about complex sentences and clauses is inter-
esting in its own right, but understanding clause structure also gives us the
background to understand the mystery of commas, those little bits of punctu-
ation that everyone worries about. And the relationships between clauses and
sentences, and the different types of clauses, also explains why we are sup-
posed to use “that” sometimes and other times use “which,” an enigma that is
perhaps as great, if not greater, than the mysteries of “I” and “me” or “who”
and “whom.”

I have to admit that I have had more battles about “which” and “that” with
other faculty than I care to remember. We have one member of the faculty,
who shall remain nameless, who seems unable, in casual conversation or
the floor of the faculty meeting, to let
an incorrectly used “which” or “that”
go by without making some kind of
correction (by the way, these are not
always right, so you can guess that
this person is not an English profes-
sor). The distinction between “which”
and “that” is one of the ways that
the grammatical insiders keep the
interlopers in their place. So let us
learn the rule, and the reasons
behind the rule, and then at the right
moment we can give these unnec-
essarily pedantic folks a dose of
their own medicine.
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We first go back to our distinction between independent and dependent
clauses. Remember that independent clauses can stand on their own, while
dependent clauses can not. In generative grammar terms, the dependent
clauses have been nominalized, turned into a unit inside a sentence. Now we
are going to extend this analysis a little further and develop two more types of
clauses, restrictive and nonrestrictive (again, names that are not easy to keep
straight). Restrictive clauses are akin to independent clauses in that they are
absolutely necessary for the meaning of the sentence. Nonrestrictive clauses
give additional information in the sentence, but not essential information. Like
dependent clauses, you can take them out and not fundamentally change the
meaning of the sentence. They are usually separated from the rest of the
sentence by commas.

So far, so good, but note the problem: we are no longer only talking about
grammaticality, but meaning, which makes this analysis a good bit trickier.
The simple rule for which versus that is: all restrictive clauses are introduced
by that, and all nonrestrictive clauses are introduced by which (or in the case
of clauses about people, by who). So obviously our key difficulty is simply to
identify restrictive versus nonrestrictive clauses. This is not a big problem
when we are using a grammar book and the sentence is printed in front of us.
If there are no commas around the clause, it is restrictive and we use that.
But the only time this is going to help you is when you are correcting some-
one else’s work. It is not terribly useful when you’re doing your own work and
want to know whether or not to put the comma and then whether to use
which or that.

Generative grammar helps a little here, but not as much as in other places,
because, remember, generative grammar is focused on grammaticality, not
meaning, and our problem here is as much meaning and making judgments
based on meaning, as it is on grammaticality. So when we are writing, we
identify a relative clause:

The red panda # # # # was sleeping was very cute.

Our relative clause that we want to write is “# # # # was sleeping” and we
need to know if it is restrictive or nonrestrictive. Here’s the biggest problem:

The red panda, which was sleeping, was very cute.

That sentence sounds fine. But so does this:

The red panda that was sleeping was very cute.

The problem arises from the meaning. In the first case, there is one red
panda. He is sleeping. He is cute. Because there is only one, the relative
clause about him is not essential to the meaning of the sentence. So it is
nonrestrictive, it gets commas around it, and you use “which.”

In the second sentence, there are, say, a bunch of red pandas lying on
branches. Most of them are awake. But one of them is asleep. That one is
cute. In this case, the fact that the panda is asleep is essential to the mean-
ing of the sentence. The sleeping one is the cute one, and our reader needs
to know that. So the clause is restrictive; we cannot take it out without dam-
aging the meaning of the sentence. So there are no commas around it, and it
gets the relative pronoun “that” rather than “which.”
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I freely admit this is difficult. The purely grammatical rules have taken us as
far as they can, and now we have to exercise judgment. Generative grammar
rules can help us a little bit here, but not much. The generative rules for rela-
tive clauses say that a clause is restrictive if it can only modify one or more
noun phrases: no adjective phrases (unless they are inside another noun
phrase), no verb phrases, no other types of phrases. A nonrestrictive clause
can modify any kind of phrase, including noun phrases (which is why, if you
find a relative clause modifying a noun phrase, you really do not know that
much without actually analyzing the meaning of the sentence, because it
could be either restrictive or nonrestrictive). But it is for these reasons that
grammar is an art and not a science, for if it were a science, Microsoft gram-
mar check would work.

The Apostrophe

We have done just about all that we need to do with phrases and clauses on
their own. Now we are ready to move on to the punctuation that we use to
mark off the clauses and help us more clearly communicate our ideas to our
readers. However, there is one little bit of grammar and punctuation that I want
to squeeze into the last bit of this chapter. I could make a tenuous connection
to what we have been working on by saying that the issues we will look at arise
out of the process of nominalization and the morphophonetic rules of English,
but really, it is probably easier to think of this as a tiny grammatical bonus.

People sometimes worry, when they worry about their grammar, about their
use of apostrophes. Apostrophes seem to be what really set Lynne Truss off
in her Eats, Shoots & Leaves book. So let me give you a couple of quick rules
about apostrophes. First, apostrophes are, in general, marks that indicate that
a letter is being left out. People have no problem with this idea when they
write contractions like “didn’t” or “couldn’t.” But it is less obvious that when we
are using an apostrophe as a possessive, as in the phrase “the panda’s tail,”
we are leaving something out. Some scholars argue about this, and Truss
gets it wrong in her book, but it is actually very
simple: we are leaving something out, a very
old “e.” In Old English, the genitive singu-
lar, which is the possessive singular, is
constructed for most nouns by adding
“-es” to the end of the noun. So if we
are talking about King Alfred’s hem-
orrhoids, we would, in Anglo-
Saxon, speak of the “Ælfred
Cyninges” hemorrhoids. That
“-es” as the possessive ending
continues down to Chaucer and
into the Middle English period,
but it is eventually replaced,
because instead of saying
“cyninges,” speakers dropped the
unstressed vowel at the end and just
said “cynings” and represented the missing
e with an apostrophe: king’s. So here again
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the Drout Way of Grammar works. Something that seems completely arbitrary,
like using apostrophe s for both possession and for contractions, turns out,
when we have studied it more, to be completely consistent.

It is even consistent for what is perhaps the single most annoying thing about
English and the one I mark most frequently on student papers, and that is the
confusion of “it’s” and “its.” Remember that an apostrophe has to mark some-
thing that is no longer there, which is why we use it for “it’s,” because this
word is a contraction for “it is.” And that is why we should not use the apostro-
phe s when making “it” into a possessive: its. In the case of “its,” nothing is
actually being dropped. “Its” was never “ites,” and so there’s no reason for
there to be an apostrophe. But this is of course confusing because we think of
apostrophe s as indicating possession. Because “its” is possessive, it makes
superficial sense to add an apostrophe s. But our new and deep understand-
ing of the rules tells us why we do not want to do this (and if we forget the
rules, we can memorize one simple thing: “it’s” only ever means “it is.”

So now you understand phrases and clauses. We are now ready to move on
to the only thing that most people really care about phrases and clauses: how
to punctuate them.
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1. How do restrictive and nonrestrictive clauses work?

2. What has been left out when we use the apostrophe to indicate possession?

Jespersen, Otto. Essentials of English Grammar: Otto Jespersen Collected
English Writings. Chapters 6–7. New York: Routledge, 2006.

�
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FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING
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n the first day of the semester in my English 101 class, I
always ask my students what they think their weakness-
es are. They almost all say, “my grammar” (which is usu-
ally not true: their most significant writing problems are
almost always their paper organization, a topic I deal with
in A Way with Words I). But when I press them about what
specifically about their grammar worries them, it almost
always comes down to commas. When we talk about it more

they might bring up “who” versus “whom” or that they are unsure about what
a split infinitive is, but mostly they are traumatized by commas.

If you, like my students, are worried about commas, this lecture will solve
those particular grammar anxieties. Almost all comma-related rules are built
around the relationships between phrases, clauses, and sentences, so if we
understand those, which we discussed in the previous chapter, commas will
be easy. All the confusing rules about commas can make sense if we under-
stand the underlying structures of the sentence, but before we do that we
need to talk, just for a moment, about what a comma is and, following the
Drout Way of Grammar, where it came from.

“Punctuation” was really invented in the Middle Ages. The word itself means
putting “points” in texts, and when scholars talk about medieval manuscripts,
they usually talk about the “pointing” rather than the punctuation. But whether
you call it punctuation or pointing, it is still just the insertion of little dots and
squiggles into manuscripts for the purpose of making the text easier to read.
Unfortunately, too many people view punctuation as a whole terrifying series
of opportunities to get things wrong, and, sadly, that is often how it is taught.

The best book about medieval punctuation, or at least
the best title, is called Pause and Effect: Punctuation
in the West, and the phrase “pause and effect” is the
key to understanding punctuation: it’s all just a bunch
of pauses. Punctuation was originally invented
to help priests who did not read Latin very
well still be able to read the Mass and the
Psalms and important prayers properly. Even
if someone was not a good reader and could
not parse a whole sentence at a time to fig-
ure out where pausing or emphasis was needed, he
could use the pointing in the manuscript, written by
someone who did know Latin well, to figure out when
to pause. But punctuation was not originally invented
as a complete system. People put it in pointing where
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Punctuation: Pause and Effect
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they would pause, but different people had different styles and different opin-
ions about the pausing, so punctuation was very inconsistent and not always
helpful. However, as time went on, people started to realize that there was an
underlying logic about where the pauses were most effective: it turned out
that consistently the best places to pause were at the natural subdivisions of
the sentence, the phrase and clause boundaries. And as the art of punctua-
tion developed, people figured out which boundaries needed longer pauses
and which boundaries needed shorter pauses and which boundaries did not
need pauses at all. Eventually punctuation became a science, with clear
rules, and then it became a system, with oversimplified, arbitrary rules that
people learned and taught without understanding the reasons behind them.

When you are punctuating, you need to keep one major principle in mind
and let that inform all of your other decisions: the purpose of punctuation is to
make your ideas clearer to the reader, to make it easier for the person read-
ing the text to read it the way you read it. You have to imagine when your
reader needs to pause. That can be tricky, of course, but as you become a
better and better writer, you figure out how to use punctuation for exactly the
effects you want, and very good writers often violate the rules of thumb that
we have about punctuation because they want to create specific effects out-
side the rules.

But the basic rules are always tied to phrases and clauses. So let us go
back and review these. We discussed dependent clauses, which cannot
stand on their own if we were to take them out of the sentence, and indepen-
dent clauses, which really would be independent, free-standing sentences
except that, for whatever reason, they are joined up to other clauses. Here is
a first, simple comma rule: if something is a dependent clause, if you could
take it out of the sentence and there would still be a free-standing grammati-
cal sentence left behind, then you pause on either side of it, and we indicate
those pauses with commas.

The red panda, which is a very cute animal, was sleeping.

Just try to read that sentence out loud without pausing.

The red panda which is a very cute animal was sleeping.

You end up pausing even if the commas are not there because your brain is
naturally processing the phrase boundaries in the sentence. But the commas
are used to give your processing software a little bit of help. We process sen-
tences from left to right, one word at a time. Without commas, particularly in
long sentences, we might not be able to pause in time and then, after rushing
past the pause, we cannot go back and re-pause; it is too late. So we comma
off dependent clauses, and if the dependent clause is at either end of the
sentence, then it gets just one comma (because the natural sentence bound-
ary acts as the other pause):

Although the panda was sleepy, it did open its eye.

or

The panda licked its lips, although it had just woken up.

Following this principle of using commas to indicate dependent elements in
the sentence (phrases and clauses that can not stand on their own), we use
commas to mark off things that could be removed from the sentence without
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compromising its grammaticality. That is, we mark “nominalized” units, com-
plete sentences that have been stuffed into various packets and then put
inside the larger sentence. We also do this on a smaller level when we have
bits of the sentence that are not grammatically necessary. So we use com-
mas between what are called coordinate adjectives, multiple adjectives that
describe the same thing:

We watched the small, reddish, pointy-eared, lazy animal.

The adjective phrase (which, remember, is just a noun phrase with an
adjective in front of it) really only needs one adjective and one noun. Any
additional adjectives are extra, and so they are dependent and can be sur-
rounded by commas. The same principle is in play with items in a series. For
the purpose of the grammar, they are usually just a bunch of nouns. But the
noun phrase only needs one noun and a determiner (and not even a deter-
miner if the noun phrase only includes a pronoun).

At the zoo that day we saw the red panda, the snow leopard, the dik-dik,
the giraffe, and the anteater.

Grammatically, once you have one animal, your sentence is complete, so
you comma off the unessential elements.

The same principle is used for introductory clauses, which are usually
adverb clauses (remember those “sentence adverbs” from back in the word
classes lecture). You do not need these clauses for the sentence to be gram-
matical, so you comma them off:

When Christie and I went to the zoo, we saw the red panda.

While sleeping on the branch, the red panda yawned.

After she called the red panda a bleeping raccoon, Christie laughed.

This last sentence helps us illustrate why generative grammar is so useful
here. Let us say we switched around the order of some of the elements in
that sentence:

Christie laughed after she called the red panda a bleeping raccoon.

Why is there now no comma in the sentence? If a comma was supposed to
come at the end of the adverbial clause, it would now be at the end of the
sentence and would get transformed into a period. But why no comma after
“laughed”? When we look at the sentence in terms of phrase structure rules,
the reason becomes clear. The noun phrase is “Christie,” the verb phrase is
“laughed” plus a prepositional phrase “after she called the red panda a . . .,”
and the prepositional phrase is made up of the preposition “after” followed by
what is basically a sentence, a noun phrase “she” and a verb phrase “called
the panda a. . . .” The prepositional phrase is right inside the main verb
phrase of the sentence, so although the whole thing is a dependent clause,
you do not need to comma off the rest of the verb phrase from its verb
because there is not a pause there.

Now you see a pattern behind comma usage instead of a laundry list of dif-
ferent places you use commas. The pattern is that we put a pause around
things that could come out of the sentence without changing the grammatical-
ity of the sentence. In generative grammar terms, we can remove elements
that have been nominalized. There are certainly other places we use com-
mas, for instance, with an inserted expression like “for instance.” Note that
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this too is a dependent phrase, which means that you can remove it from the
sentence. Likewise, you can remove appositives, which are really just multi-
ple ways of renaming a noun or noun phrase:

Beowulf, the son of Ecghtheow, the Leader of the Geats, the dragonslay-
er, hates red pandas.

All those renamings of Beowulf, those appositives, are grammatically unnec-
essary, so we pause around them and indicate that pause with commas.
There are a lot of specific smaller rules about commas that I have not dis-
cussed here, but I am willing to bet that if you understand the reasons behind
the rules, and if you go with your instincts about when you pause, you will fig-
ure out where you need to put commas for the purposes of making your
prose clearer.

Compound Sentences and Comma Splices

We have mastered complex sentences. Now we are going to figure out com-
pound sentences and their punctuation, which, strangely, turns out to be both
conceptually easier and practically more problematic for many people, mostly
because their teachers have terrified them about the comma splice.

One of the major transformational rules simply allows us to take existing
sentences and link them together.
This rule does not make us
embed one sentence in another
the way we do with a complex
sentence that has a dependent
clause inside of it. Instead, we
are able to just sit two sentences
side by side and link them with
something, usually with what is
called a coordinating conjunctive,
a conjunction that is linking two
sentences. In generative gram-
mar terms what happens is
that we have a rule that allows
us to embed completed sen-
tences under an overarching,
compound sentence.

Although this rule is simple in
transformational generative terms,
the rules for when commas are used to
separate the sentences are, apparently,
very difficult. For about two centuries, stu-
dents have been being marked wrong for
punctuating these kinds of sentences
incorrectly. There are two types of red
marks relating to these sentences that we
often see on student papers when they
bring them in for extra help: “Run on” and
“Comma Splice.” I have read that one
major debate in the 1960s in an English
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department that shall remain nameless was whether a paper with two comma
splices would automatically get an F, or if it might be possible for the poor,
miserable student to get a D. This was irrespective of any merits of content
for the paper. The automatic D or F for two comma splices was controversial,
but the automatic C for one comma splice was not.

So what is this horrible comma splice and why are people so worked
up about it? Let us go back to our clauses and phrases and sentences.
We have created a compound sentence, linking up two or more complete,
independent clauses (ones that can stand on their own) with a conjunction,
in this case, “and.”

The red panda rolled over it yawned loudly.

Notice two complete sentences:

The red panda rolled over and it yawned loudly.

This a comma splice. We have taken two complete sentences and spliced
them together with only a comma to hold them. It does not seem wrong,
because we have put in the pause with the comma. But the rule about comma
splices arose because punctuation is not only just pauses anymore but is also
intended to mark syntax, and the pause that would go between two complete
sentences is interpreted as being longer, or more emphatic than the pause
that separates two clauses. A comma is not considered strong enough—
meaning the pause created by a comma is not considered long enough—to
hold together two complete sentences, two independent clauses. So instead
we need to use both a comma and a coordinating conjunction:

The red panda rolled over, and it yawned loudly.

Now we have indicated that there are two sentences here for all of our read-
ers. But this seems like an arbitrary rule, so let me attempt to justify it.
Remember again that we are reading from left to right and our minds are
questing ahead, trying to figure out grammatical relationships before we get
to them. If we write the sentence with no comma or conjunction at all, we see
an obvious problem: the pronoun that is the head noun in the first noun
phrase of the second sentence, “it,” could, for a moment, be incorrectly linked
to the noun phrase inside the verb phrase of the second first sentence. So
you could be reading this:

The red panda rolled over it . . .

And for an instant, you might wonder what “it” was: did the red panda roll
over a leaf? Or over a branch? And then we realize what’s really going on
and then have to reconceptualize the sentence with the “it” being the subject
of a second, coordinate sentence. That makes the sentence a run-on. It is
also a run-on if we just use “and” for basically the same reason:

The red panda rolled over and . . .

For an instant we are expecting that whatever comes after the “and” will be
part of a phrase inside the verb phrase of the first sentence, with the sen-
tence being something like this:

The red panda rolled over and over and over . . .

or

The red panda rolled over and bit the zookeeper.
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Just the comma is not so bad, which is exactly why students keep making
this error and why it is really not a big enough deal that I would fail (or even
C) someone for making it. But it is the case, as it was with dangling partici-
ples, that following the rule here will add just a little bit of clarity to your read-
er’s experience. And since reading is often challenging, and readers rush
through things, the more you can do to clarify things for a reader, the better
you are.

Now we are almost out of time, but this is a perfect opportunity to clarify
the semicolon, that mysterious mark that some strange people, like college
professors and other snooty individuals, use to show how smart they are.
But semicolons are your friend (in writing). Use them correctly, and people
will think you are smart. And that’s a very good thing (in most cases).

For the time being, forget about all the rules you’ve learned about semicolons
and remember just this little equation:

; = , + and
A semicolon equals a comma plus an and. A longer form would be “a semi-
colon equals a comma plus a coordinating conjunction like ‘and,’ ‘but,’ ‘or,’
‘for,’ or ‘yet,’ but most of the time you are going to use ‘and.’”

We already have the background to show why this rule makes sense. A
semicolon is simply a slightly longer pause than a comma. What was the
problem with the comma splice? It was seen as not providing a long enough
pause and thus not giving the reader a strong enough indication that we are
moving from one coordinate sentence to another in a compound sentence.
But the semicolon gives us exactly the right amount of pause, and we get to
delete an “and” or some other coordinating conjunction, and we look smart.
The colon basically does the same thing as the semicolon (and it can mark
the start of lists as well), but the implications of the colon are slightly differ-
ent. It gives a longer pause, and it is usually interpreted as indicating causa-
tion of one kind or another: the colon acts like a little arrow, suggesting that
whatever happened in the sentence before the colon caused the sentence
after the colon:

Christie and I saw the red panda, and it was sleeping: she said it was a
lazy animal.

Obviously, there is much more that can be done with punctuation: Lynne
Truss wrote the hysterical book Eats, Shoots & Leaves about punctuation
and I highly recommend reading it (and my students love it). It is fine to mem-
orize a whole bunch of seemingly arbitrary rules, and I think memorizing and
learning rules are fine things to do and do not denigrate them. But I hope that
there is an even higher pleasure than the one you get from Truss’s book with
the black-and-white panda on the cover. That is the pleasure represented by
the red panda, the pleasure you get when you not only know the rules, but
you know why the rules are working the way they are. In this course, we have
developed this approach, and in our final lecture I will explain why this is all
important, not merely in the “that was incredibly intellectually interesting”
sense, but also because grammar is a very important part of human life, and
human life is always important and interesting.
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1. Why was punctuation originally invented?

2. What is a comma splice?

Truss, Lynne. Eats, Shoots & Leaves: The Zero Tolerance Approach to
Punctuation. New York: Gotham, 2006.

�
Questions

Suggested Reading

FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING
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have tried to save the political part of the course for the
very end for two reasons: first, if you end up not liking this
political part, hopefully you will still have learned a lot from
the first thirteen lectures and will simply discount what I

say in this one. Second, I think that a lot of the political and
social aspects of grammar make more sense after we

understand the technical ways that grammar works. This is
another manifestation of the Drout Way of Grammar. Before we

get all worked up about whether or not the prevalence of split infinitives is a
sign of the inevitable decline of Western civilization, it is useful to know what
infinitives are and why people split them.

It is also important to recognize that there is a very social side to grammar.
In fact, language and grammar are completely social activities. It is the need
to communicate with other people, after all, that keeps language from just
becoming private babbling: you can decide that you want the word “woople-
gork” to mean “red panda,” and for you it very well might. But if you want to
communicate with anyone else, you run up against the necessity of having a
shared language system. If the person listening to you does not recognize
the grammatical construction or the word you are using, you have not com-
municated anything and you might as well just have stayed quiet.

So at first glance it is rather surprising that there is a fight over grammar.
Aren’t there better and more important things to fight about? Do people really
care that much? But when you recognize that grammar is also a social phe-
nomenon, it makes sense that people would fight over grammar. Language
might be the single most important element in determining human identity (if
it is not the most important thing, it is up there). Wars are fought between lan-
guage communities in parts of the world where people are racially identical
but separated by different languages. Thankfully, the stakes are not quite so
high in the fights over English grammar, maybe because the larger battles
between languages themselves (for example, the argument over whether or
not English will be the sole official language of the United States) take away
some of the energy. But there is still no shortage of people who care passion-
ately about grammar. As an English professor, I am thrilled about this. Lynne
Truss’s Eats, Shoots & Leaves, which is mostly about punctuation, sold mil-
lions of copies. That is a good thing for people in my profession, if for no
other reason than it points out that grammar is of interest to a lot of people.

The very subtleties of grammar become markers for identity. The great
linguist William Labov showed this in his studies of language on Martha’s
Vineyard and in the inner city. Labov went around listening to people and

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is David Crystal’s The Fight for
English: How Language Pundits Ate, Shot, and Left, chapters 16 to 30.

Lecture 14:
Fight! Fight! Fight! For English (for English?)
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recording their various dialects. There is a strong, specific Martha’s Vineyard
accent, but it varies from person to person. Labov noted several categories of
people: those who had never left Martha’s Vineyard and did not intend to,
those who had left but had come back, and those who were planning on leav-
ing but had not left yet. It would make sense to think that people who had left
the Vineyard, spent time in other linguistic communities with different accents,
and then came back would have the weakest of the accents. They had heard
different ways of speaking and were likely to have been influenced by them.
But Labov found exactly the opposite. The strongest Vineyard accents were
not in the people who had never left the Vineyard. They were in the people
who had left but then had decided to come back. And the weakest accents
were in people who had not ever left the Vineyard but were intending to.
These results led Labov to conclude that accent was not really caused by
being insulated from other speakers, but that it was in part a social choice.
People who had left the Vineyard, experienced life elsewhere, and then
decided to come back were in some ways more committed to Martha’s
Vineyard and its unique culture than were people who had never left or peo-
ple who were intending on leaving and not coming back. As a sign of that
commitment, maybe even an unconscious sign, these people emphasized the
Vineyard accent. They showed extreme solidarity with the community.

Linguists have documented this tendency over and over, and I discuss it in
more detail in my Recorded Books History of the English Language course.
But there is a countervailing trend as well: certain accents are associated
with prestige and power. In Massachusetts, for example, there’s a Boston
Brahmin accent (which has just about died out) associated with old, old
money. You can still hear it sometimes if you go the Boston Atheneum for tea
and listen to some of the old men there. That is a prestige accent. So is the
upper-midwest educated language of national newscasters. In journalism
school we learned that this was the accent of Grosse Pointe, Michigan, and it
is pretty close (though it is worth noting that Dan Rather had a mild
Oklahoma accent and Peter Jennings had a mild Canadian accent, which is
slightly different from upper-midwest Michigan and is closer to upper-midwest
Minnesota). Labov’s research explained in part why the prestige accent does
not just take over everything, turning us into a homogenous accent communi-
ty: there is a trade-off between the politics of prestige and the politics of soli-
darity. As I write this, we are in the midst of the 2008 presidential campaign,
and I note that Hillary Clinton has been criticized strongly for putting on a
“fake” Southern or rural accent when she is speaking in these locations. Why
would she do this, when she has a “prestige” accent of affluent Midwest tem-
pered by Wellesley and Yale Law School? Because solidarity is also impor-
tant when you are trying to convince people of certain things, just as prestige
is important when you want to convince people of other things. If you are try-
ing to sell someone a car, solidarity is probably better, and if you listen to a
lot of sports radio, you will note that the ads for things like cars, where people
want your trust, tend to use strong regional accents, while ads for national
brands and for things like medicine or investments use prestige accents. So
there is a constant trade-off between using prestige forms and using solidarity
forms. Note also that not everyone can use prestige forms, because those
often require either being born into an elite community or having elite educa-
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tion or at least having special training. If you live your entire life in one com-
munity, it can be difficult to develop additional accents. Likewise, it is hard to
fake the solidarity accent, as Hillary Clinton found out: changing all your -ing
words to -in’ words will not convince insiders that you are showing genuine
solidarity with rural Ohio.

Grammar is like accent, though it is also different for a variety of reasons,
the biggest difference being that grammar is more easily represented by writ-
ing, and thus more easily taught, than accent. As we noted back in the lec-
ture on spelling, English has a limited range of letters to express a wide
range of sounds. The alphabet is particularly impoverished when it comes to
vowels, and most accents are shaped by the pronunciation of vowels. So we
cannot use written texts to teach accent very well. Learning new accents
often requires people to migrate around and be immersed in prestige
accents, and historically that has been hard to do (this changed somewhat
with the invention of radio and television, but it is still hard to get the kind of
community immersion that appears to be necessary for the development of a
prestige accent solely from listening to broadcast media).

So whereas we cannot easily teach prestige accents to everyone, we can try
to teach prestige grammar, which is exactly what we do in many cases. And
this is what bothers David Crystal so much in his book The Fight for English:
How Language Pundits Ate, Shot and Left. Crystal, who is an immensely dis-
tinguished British linguist, and whose books I have used both for teaching
and research, is upset that the new focus on being a “stickler” in grammar,
which he gets from the success of Eats, Shoots & Leaves, has the potential
to be oppressive and to undo years of work that he and other descriptive lin-
guists have accomplished, particularly in Britain. In The Fight for English,
Crystal points out that there is a very, very long tradition of trying to “improve”
people’s natural grammar by attempting to make it conform to the particular
cultural practices of the elite. The analogy would be in trying to make every-
one speak in a prestige accent. This is particularly insidious to Crystal
because the elites do not, theoretically, have to do any work to have elite
grammar. They just speak naturally, and everyone else has to struggle to try
to do what they do without trying.

Especially noxious to Crystal is a book written in 1795 by Lindley Murray, a
New York lawyer who retired to England and wrote a grammar book. He calls
it the Eats, Shoots & Leaves of its day and notes that it sold over twenty mil-
lion copies over the course of many, many years. Almost all school grammars
until at least the 1950s can trace their ancestry back to Murray’s tome. This is
bad because Murray did not actually know a lot about grammar, though he
knew what he liked, and his vision was imposed on countless schoolchildren.
For example, Murray did not like prepositions at the ends of sentences in part
because the great English writer John Dryden did not like them there. And
why didn’t Dryden like them there? Because a preposition should go at the
head of the prepositional phrase and, more importantly, you could not put a
preposition at the end of a sentence in Latin, and since Latin was the best
language with the best style, we should attempt to imitate Latin in English.
Chaucer puts prepositions at the ends of sentences. Shakespeare puts
prepositions at the ends of sentences: Hamlet’s famous “To be or not to be”
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soliloquy does it twice, including the famous “. . . and by sleep to say we end
the heartache and the thousand natural shocks/ that flesh is heir to.” Dryden
himself put prepositions at the ends of sentences, though he decided that this
was a mistake and wished he had not done it. So, on this analogy to Latin
grammar, for centuries schoolchildren were tormented, even beaten for
putting prepositions at the ends of sentences or splitting infinitives (another
faulty analogy to Latin grammar).

Let’s follow the Drout Way for a second and figure out what the problem is
with prepositions at the ends of sentences, and then we will get back to the
Fight for English. Normally, a prepositional phrase is headed up by a preposi-
tion. In fact, to make a prepositional phrase, we just take a noun phrase and
stick a preposition at the beginning. So how does a preposition get to the end
of a sentence? Through completely legal transformations.

The flesh is heir to the thousand natural shocks . . .

The above is the declarative sentence. But we can turn that sentence into an
embedded clause through a transformation, which is exactly what
Shakespeare has done, changing the sentence “The flesh is heir to the thou-
sand natural shocks” into a noun phrase “the thousand natural shocks/ that
flesh is heir to” embedded in a verb phrase headed by “say.” We do have
space here to do all the transformations, but they are all perfectly ordinary and
reasonable, and they end up with the preposition at the end of the sentence
because that preposition’s noun phrase has been pulled out and moved to a
different spot. It is not un-grammatical; it’s completely grammatical. But
because Murray, and Dryden and many others did not know about transforma-
tions, and because they were working on this bad analogy to Latin grammar,
they imposed a completely inappropriate rule upon English students.

I agree with Crystal that condemning split infinitives and prepositions at the
ends of sentences is stupid. I can even go along with him when he insists
that such rules can be oppressive: people can stop splitting their infinitives
and stop putting prepositions at the ends of sentences through training, but
such rules make life easier for those who are already elite and harder for
those who would like to be. But then Crystal and the Drout Way part compa-
ny. Crystal goes against the pundits and the grammar mavens because he is
worried about the oppressive effects of imposing grammar rules on people or
on looking down on them for their use of nonstandard, nonprestige rules. But
he is embarking upon a utopian project that I just do not see happening, and
the very things that he is most proud of—that he and a big committee of peo-
ple were able to change the official guidelines for the BBC and for the British
school systems—fill me with horror, even though these various committees of
people with the best intentions based their decisions, at least in part, on the
kind of sound understanding of how language actually works that we have
been trying to gain in this course.

So here is where the political part of the course comes in. I am obviously (by
my accent and grammar) American, and I find it dismaying that what Crystal is
most proud of is the British National Curriculum for English. To me this seems
like something out of George Orwell. Some central body, made up of commit-
tees with the very best people sitting on them, making the best compromises
and . . . ugh! To my American brain, the potential for real oppression is just
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huge. So someone decides what is okay and what is not, and then the whole
thing gets imposed nationally . . . If you have ever been on a committee you
might share my distrust: what is really the best thing is not always the thing
that is most convincing to the people on the committee. But Crystal thinks that
real progress has been made in Britain in the teaching of English, and that
progress is jeopardized by “sticklers” and “zero tolerance” people like Lynne
Truss and her millions of readers. These people can, if given a chance, force
everyone to follow arbitrary conventions (not splitting infinitives, using apostro-
phes for possession and not for plurals, not ending sentences with preposi-
tions) that tend to disadvantage some groups of people who grow up in certain
circumstances. True.

But on the other hand, sticklers and zero-tolerance people are good pre-
servers of certain traditions. They slow down language change, which can be
a good thing (how would you like all the grammar books in the world to go
out of date every three years? Publishers would like it, but it would not be fun
for everyone else). Crystal believes that his committee is better informed than
tradition, but tradition, with all its flaws, has had a long time to grind things
very finely. And there is something to be said for getting grammar to conform,
somewhat, with traditional styles, if for no other reason than that it makes
innovation from those styles stand out as either good or bad (the standing out
is what can be valuable).

Now, let me do just a little fence-sitting here. I find the idea of a National
Curriculum for English horrible and totalitarian, despite all the efforts of good
people like Crystal to make it tolerant, but my daughter happens to go to one
of the British Schools in the United States (this is by pure chance), and let me
tell you, the British curriculum for teaching reading or writing at the lower
grades is absolutely superb. It works very, very well. (Though, interestingly,
as superb as it is for the lower grades, vastly superior to most American sys-
tems any way you measure them, by the time you get to the upper levels,
and particularly the university system, there is no evidence at all that it is bet-
ter and some evidence that the National Curriculum is worse than the hodge-
podge American system. No one really knows why.) But despite the good
things about the British National Curriculum, I still remain troubled by it. I
think that it is a long-term mistake to try to impose tolerance through a big,
powerful, individuality-crushing committee and a set of rules. The irony is that
the rules are meant to be increasing tolerance, but they are really just anoth-
er set of rules.

And then there is my skepticism about the utopian project, anyway. Crystal
seems to think that if BBC announcers now speak in a variety of regional
accents, and if the National Curriculum no longer encourages teachers to
punish children for speaking Welsh at recess (which I think we can all agree
is a good thing), we are moving toward tolerance of linguistic difference. I am
not so sure. I think you may in fact be crippling individual people at the ser-
vice of a larger project. It would be nice if Crystal were right, and if we would
stop paying attention to stupid markers of “grammar,” but we are, after all,
talking about human beings. Maybe humans will stop finding things to be
prejudiced some time in the future, but you and I and our kids and our stu-
dents also need to live in the now and cope with our current difficulties. That
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means that we might need to use prestige accents and prestige grammar to
get our own way about things, and getting our own way may very well help us
change the world in the ways that Crystal wants.

And this is where I came up with the red panda and the Drout Way of
Grammar. We are not going to really take the side of either of the big black-
and-white pandas that are wrestling. We certainly will not adopt the moronic
Lindley Murray approach or go hard core, “zero tolerance” about deviations
from standard grammar—to me, “zero tolerance” is just a euphemism for “not
wanting to think about the particulars” or just “mentally lazy and stupid” any-
way (I interpret Truss’s use of the term as hyperbole, deliberate overstate-
ment for the purpose of making a joke). But we also will not go the other
direction either and avoid teaching traditional grammar, not teaching our stu-
dents about the arbitrary rules by which other people will judge us and them.
Instead, we will be like the red panda: not quite a bear, and not quite a bleep-
ing raccoon. We will learn the rules, and the reasons behind the rules, and
we will decide on a case-by-case basis which rules we need to follow in
which situations and which we can ignore. We will recognize the politics of
prestige and the politics of solidarity and use each when appropriate. We will
be more lenient in judging others as long as we think that those others are
making enough of an effort to be respectful to us, the same way we try to be
respectful to them. And here I will quote Marcus Aurelius, who expresses
what is to me the proper attitude toward grammar. This is what he says he
learned from Alexander Grammaticus.

“Not to be captious; nor in carping spirit find fault with those who
import into their conversation any expression which is barbarous or
ungrammatical or mispronounced, but tactfully to bring in the very
expression that ought to have been used, by way of answer, or in
support of the assertion . . . or by some other
graceful reminder.”

I take his sentiments as prefiguring the
Drout Way of Grammar and take
Alexander the Grammarian as one of
my intellectual ancestors.

How will we achieve the Drout
Way? By listening to this course.
By continuing to learn. And most
of all by recognizing that gram-
mar is not a set of tedious rules
for tormenting students, but a
glorious creation of the human
mind and that by studying
grammar, we learn about who
we are, and how we work.

© Joie Simmons/Recorded Books, LLC
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1. In what way is it a good thing that there are fights over grammar?

2. What is the healthiest attitude toward grammar?

Crystal, David. The Fight for English: How Language Pundits Ate, Shot, and
Left. Chapters 16–30. Reprint. New York: Oxford University Press, 2008.

�
Questions

Suggested Reading

FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING
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COURSE MATERIALS
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Suggested Readings:

Crystal, David. The Fight for English: How Language Pundits Ate, Shot, and
Left. Reprint. New York: Oxford University Press, 2008.

Drout, Michael D.C. King Alfred’s Grammar Book. Available at
http://acunix.wheatonma.edu/mdrout/GrammarBook2007/title.html.

Herndon, Jeanne H. A Survey of Modern Grammars. 2nd ed. New York: Holt,
Rinehart, and Winston, 1970.

Jespersen, Otto. Essentials of English Grammar: Otto Jespersen Collected
English Writings. New York: Routledge, 2006.

———. Growth and Structure of the English Language. Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1982.

Pinker, Steven. The Language Instinct: How the Mind Creates Language.
New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 2007.

Truss, Lynne. Eats, Shoots & Leaves: The Zero Tolerance Approach to
Punctuation. New York: Gotham, 2006.

Vallins, George Henry. Spelling. Revised by Donald G. Scragg. London:
André Deutsch, 1965 (1954).

Other Books of Interest:

Robinson, Orrin W. Old English and Its Closest Relatives: A Survey of the
Earliest Germanic Languages. Palo Alto, CA: Stanford University
Press, 1992.

Skeat, Walter W. Principles of English Etymology: First Series: The Native
Element. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1892. (This title is available through
Google Books and Amazon.com.)

These books are available online through www.modernscholar.com
or by calling Recorded Books at 1-800-636-3399.
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A Way with Words II: Approaches to Literature

In A Way with Words: Writing, Rhetoric, and the Art of Persuasion, widely
published professor Michael D.C. Drout embarked on a thought-provoking
investigation into the role of rhetoric in our world. Now, in A Way with Words II,
the renowned literary scholar leads a series of lectures that focus on the big ques-
tions of literature. Is literature a kind of lie? Can fiction ever be “realistic”? Why
do we read? What should we read? In these fascinating lectures, Professor Drout
provides insight into these and other provocative questions.

Bard of the Middle Ages: The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer

Had Geoffrey Chaucer not written, or not written so well, the last 600 years of
English literature would have been decidedly different. Professor Drout brings us
new perspectives and the most recent scholarly discourse on Chaucer’s mastery in
storytelling. Early writings are examined along with Chaucer’s literary background,
the Middle English dialect in which he wrote, and, of course, The Canterbury
Tales. Professor Drout shows us why Geoffrey Chaucer holds a place of esteem as
one of the foremost writers in the English language.

A History of the English Language

Language defines people as human. In fact, all of humanity’s greatest cultural
accomplishments are either made out of language or rely on language for their
dissemination. In this course, Professor Michael D.C. Drout of Wheaton
College leads a fascinating discussion of the origin and development of the
English language, including such interesting aspects of the English language
as the “soda” vs. “pop” debate and the place of African-American English in
modern culture.

A Way with Words: Writing, Rhetoric, and the Art of Persuasion

In A Way with Words: Writing, Rhetoric, and the Art of Persuasion, esteemed
Professor Michael D.C. Drout brings his expertise in literary studies to the
subject of rhetoric. From history-altering political speeches to friendly debates
at cocktail parties, rhetoric holds the power to change opinions, spark new
thoughts, and ultimately change the world. Professor Drout examines the
types of rhetoric and their effects, the structure of effective arguments, and how
subtleties of language can be employed to engage in more successful rhetoric.
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Recorded Books also offers these other courses by Professor
Drout. They are available online at www.modernscholar.com or
by calling Recorded Books at 1-800-636-3399.
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